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For Scott, who always knew



Preface

I started writing about five years ago. Unpianted began as my first story and

really, it's what brought me to the MFA program at Oregon State. I'd researched the

plight of migrant farm workers for a class I was taking and, in another class, was given

the opportunity to either write a short story or a research paper as my final project. Of

course I waited until the night before the project was due before I even started writing.

And when I first sat down to write Unpianted, I knew nothing of storytelling or of

fiction. What I did know what that I had stories to tell and that, in seventh grade, I'd

written in my diary that I wanted to be a writer. Another thing I knew that night was

that I knew Mattie and Joe quite well. Their story terrified me. But they begged me to

write it. I knew, too, what Mattie wanteda normal life, a life free from the things

that torture her: her family, her job, her transient lifestyle. The other thing I knew was

that I could not give these things to Mattie. Not because she didn't deserve them, but

because, from the research I'd done, from all I'd learned of migrant workers, it didn't

feel appropriate for this story to have a happy ending. As much as I love her, as much

as I want her to have the lifestyle she desires, I know she can never have it.

Each time I read Of Mice and Men, I find myself wondering: what will become

of George now? Where will he go? What will happen to his dream of that little

place? How will his life he spent with Lenny plot his direction from no on? I've

found myself trying to answer these questions with Unpianted. With Mattie gone, I'm

still not quite sure what will happen to Joe. He will, in Chapter 2, walk in to the motel

room and find her alive, I know that. And he will leave her, hoping she will be found,

hoping she will get what she wants. But for many reasons I've put this project on hold

for a while, left this draft of the first chapter largely unrevised for now. Chapter One

is a beginning of something much larger, a continuation of an idea that started years

ago.

The June stories came quite differently. I knew June as soon as I sat down,

too, only her character is much more autobiographical. With "Two Lambs," for
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example, I wanted to tell the story of my baptism, but really, there's nothing that

interesting to the way it happened. And then along came Randy Kibler, loosely based

on a man who got along better with the kids in my old town than the adults. He

befriended June, became her 'baptism buddy.' At the same time, he took on a larger

role, gave more to what I knew of Prosperity. (He also allowed me to give more to that

little town once known as Frog Level by fictionalizing it quite a bit. The Prosperity

you read about here now shares little more than a name with the town it is based

upon.) My characters filled in a lot of blanks I faced in regards to the community I

found myself developing.

During my first year at OSU, I went back and forth between these two projects.

I loved June, loved working in her world and found it calming and peaceful to just

deal with her innocence. But then there was Mattie and Joe, bugging me, begging me

to tell their story. And though I'd never known these people, never witnessed their

lifestyle, never even watched a picker in a field, Unpianted became a responsibility, an

obligation. I feel more pressed to write about them as the characters they are to me,

not just as migrant workers. But in doing so, I feel I am giving something (or, I

should say, I hope to give something) to the literary traditiona story that draws on

Steinbeck's legacy, writing about transience, about marginalized folks, about people

who are sorely needed, but remain to this day, unrecognized. It saddens me to think

that Grapes of Wrath had only minor influence on the status of the American migrant

worker. And it saddens me, too, to know that such people are still rarely written

about. This, to me, is what makes Mattie and Joe's story even more worth telling.

But the more I write about them, the grimmer their story becomes. Last spring,

I got to the point where I could only work on Unpianted for short periods of time. I

tried telling their story in more manageable bursts. I experimented with short story

format. I tried to release their story from any particular setting or time frame. But

nothing seemed to comfort me; none of this drew me closer to my characters. In fact,

I was brought further away.
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So from time to time, I'd put Mattie and Joe aside, and take some time to learn

more about this girl named June. Her stories are, of course, more familiar to me than

Mattie and Joe's.

Luckily, that was about the time Michael Cunningham came to OSU as part of

the Visiting Writer's Series. And in reading (and watching) The Hours, I came to

learn that sometimes we simply must write these grim stories. We owe it to our

characters. During the colloquium, I asked Cunningham about his process. We talked

a bit about writing to music and, after watching The Hours again, I found that

soundtrack to be the music for Unpianted. I listened to it relentlessly, and in doing so,

found my story became broader, but still more bleak. (Anyone who has listened to it

knows that Philip Glass' score is not that uplifting). And while writing to music,

Mattie's story came to me in present tense. So, at Cunningham's advice, I kept

Unpianted in that voice. It was that device that brought me closer to Mattie. Her story

is still a dour one, but that, I think, is what she needs me to know about her. And I feel

I know her quite well now.

My initial intent was to complete the first several chapters of Unpianted, to

make that my thesis. But after my best friend and partner, Scott Tolson, passed away

on November 20, 2003, I felt I'd never be able to write again. Everything in my world

stopped. But, knowing what Scott would want me to do, I returned to OSU. And

somehow, I stuck it out. I stayed here even when it felt wrong. I had to get myself

back into writing, somehow. Scott knew me as a writer; I didn't want that to change. I

am certain I have done what Scott would have wanted. And I am thankful for every

time someone pushed me and made dealing with this just a little less difficult.

Those pushes turned me, once again, to stories from Prosperity. They began

as short exercises I worked on with Marjorie Sandor while I took her class on Eudora

Welty and Alice Munro. Welty brings me sense of comfort; we are linked by that

indefinable thing that draws us southerners together. (Maybe it's the same thing that

causes us to wave to people we don't know.) Really, though, I think it's because of

the tone of southern stories that we still participate in the oral tradition, (which some, I
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suppose, call gossip). And it's the voice. Though I am in many ways repulsed by the

politics and backwards ways of the modem south, I am still quite comforted by the

voice Welty uses, that nurturing, passive voice. The way she cradles her characters,

carries them through stories as though they are her babes. It's no wonder "It'll Do

You Some Good" sounds so much like Welty. That story came directly out of a

Welty-inspired exercise to the point that I couldn't stop writing. I'd tapped into yet

another voice who begged me to tell her story. Clara Halfacre's voice, while similar

to that in some of Welty's works, is important to the piece. It is, for me, what ties

together the old south and the new.

Regardless of where these stories came from, writing about Prosperity has

been my means of escape. And it wasn't enough for me to have June or Randy just

exist in one story. So I kept with working on stories of my childhood that I had

wanted to tell, stories Scott had asked me to tell, stories that highlight the south's

strange quirks

With the stories from Prosperity, I've found a community I can delve into,

even when I am feeling completely blocked. Maybe this has been a measure of

avoidance, of leaving Mattie and Joe behind for a while. But I'm sure they'll

understand. And I'm sure when I return to Unpianted, whenever that may be, it will

be my loss and the knowledge that I can keep writing even in my darkest times that

will help to strengthen the piece.

And as much as I hate to even talk about Unplanted at this point in my life, I

know that turning away from it has been the right thing. Doing so has allowed me to

keep going with my craft. And it has helped me honor Scott simply through my

momentum, through finishing this program. I have been asked me to address my

evolution as a writer. This is it. I've found I can continue to write, I can maintain a

more flexible sensibility, and maybe it's not such a bad thing to have several projects

going at once.
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Through Parted Curtains

When spring took that turn into summer, when the nights became long and

warm and welcoming, Binky Chastain and I found ourselves watching, waiting for a

chance to catch a glimpse of Miss Proserpine. Steve Harbin would come over and the

three of us would sit at the edge of Binky's yard. From there we could see through the

mess of trees and watch her watching us. Now and again, when we really

concentrated, really looked hard, we could see three or four of her thin fingers with

their swollen knuckles bent just enough to hold the curtains back, creating a gap just

large enough for her to peer through. I imagined the curtains that hung in her

windows to be heavy enough to hold back every bit of light that had ever tried to get

in. And I wondered if maybe that was why she only watched us at duskso that the

sun that crept into her house wouldn't blind her. Sometimes I'd hold my eyes shut

tight, watch the orange dots float around in front of me until they faded completely

into the black. That must be how it is for her, I thought. She must love the dark.

I imagined, too, that her house must be full of feathery grey dust. In science

class we'd learned that dust was mostly dead skin, that there are bits of us floating all

around. But if you never open a door or window, where will that dust go? We were

certain it clung to the hem of her dress as she walked across dark hardwood floors.

That night, we were sitting in a row in the grassSteve in between me and

Binky. We had our feet in the gutter so we could stomp on fire ants that chose the

wrong paths. School would be out in a few weeks and we'd all lied to our mothers,

told them we didn't have any homework. The last thing that mattered to us was math

and social studies. It didn't matter, either, that we were missing Columbo. We were

solving our own mystery.

"Tonight's her anniversary and she's wearing all black," Binky began, "a long

black dress. And a veil that covers her face so nobody can see her moles. Gloves, too.

Fancy black gloves."



"How do you know it's her anniversary?" I asked.

Before I could get Binky to answer me, Steve asked him, "Why's she worried

about anybody seeing her moles if she never even comes outside?"

"Doesn't matter to her. She doesn't know the difference. I told you, she's

crazy." Binky pointed his finger to his ear and drew circles in the air to make the

universal sign for certifiable.

I had to ask again. "How do you know it's her anniversary?"

Binky paused a minute, cracked his knuckles and watched as Steve imitated

him. "It's June. Women used to always get married in June. You're a girl, you

should know that."

I imagined the eerie coincidence of it allMiss Proserpine getting married in

the same month I was born, the same month I was named after.

"Go back to the gloves," I told Binky. "Are they lace?" I wanted to know

every last detail about this woman. I'd heard it before, all from Binky, but like the

lady on Murder She Wrote, I wanted to verify the facts. And I waited for the moment

when Binky slipped, when I could catch him in a lie.

"Sure, lace gloves."

"Long ones or short ones?"

"Long, I guess. Yeah, long ones."

"What else does she look like?"

"Well for one, she's white as the dickens," Binky told us.

For months I had imagined how white her skin was. Once when I was sick,

my mother made me stay inside for three days, just so she could watch me. And even

in that little bit of time, my tan started to fade. When I did go back outside, Binky and

Steve had both laughed at me and said I was as white as Miss Proserpine.

"I know that," I told Binky. "I mean, how white is she?"

Binky reached out a hand, turned his palm up. "See right there?" He pointed to

the narrow strip of skin that ran from his wrist to elbow. "See how I never get any tan

there? She's whiter than that, except for all those liver spots and moles she's got.

And her hair's nearly all fell out, but what hair she does have is long and scraggly."
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Even though Steve and I knew Binky could see her no better than we could, we

listened to his stories anyway. It was easy to believe Binky. He was good at telling

stories.

"Well, she never really got married, but to her it's her anniversary. She's crazy

and she doesn't know any better, you know." His voice was a slow worried whisper, a

tone we reserved for ghost stories. Binky dug his fingernails into the center of one of

the magnolia blossoms he'd taken from Miss Proserpine's yard. The blossom

collapsed and Binky ripped the velvety petals apart. His hands were stained with red

mud and turned the petals from white to dingy orange.

"There was a man who fell in love with her, almost married hera long time

ago. But when he kissed her, that first time he kissed her," Binky swallowed hard; this

was his favorite part to tell, "the man died." He held on to that last word as long as he

could, looked over to me and Steve to make sure we were still listening. Steve took

off his Brave's hat and started twisting it. Then he set it in his lap, shoved his hands

under his thighs while Binky continued. "Since then, nobody's even spoken to her.

And do you know why?" Steve and I knew this story quite well, but we still clung to

Binky's words, hoping to discover a clue, to learn just a little bit more about the

woman across the street. "When she kissed him back, she stole his breath. My dad

says that's how it happened. She took his breath just like a cat'll take the breath from

little babies."

"Babies? What's a cat want anything like that for?" Steve asked. "Why don't

a cat just take the breath out of another cat?" His round, sunburned face was

scrunched up tight, like he was really considering this.

Binky rolled his eyes, took out his pocket knife and started jabbing it at the pile

of petals he'd made on the ground. Steve had a way for ruining things and always

made Binky stop the story right at the good parts.

I tried to imagine thatsomeone taking the breath from another person. And I

wondered if Miss Proserpine had done it before, to others, or if that had been her first

time, an accident. It didn't make sense why anyone would rob the breath from
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doing it? Why had she locked herself away?

I didn't dare ask Binky. He was twelvea year older than Steve and me.

Next year he'd be in sixth grade, leaving us to suffer through that last miserable year

of elementary school without him. As the end of the school year came closer, the

reality of middle school became larger to Binky and he held himself as suddenly

wiser.

We sat in silence for a while, Binky jabbing away at the petals, Steve and I

quietly wondering more about the old lady we never saw.

Her house sat right in the middle of our neighborhood, an old two story fit with

tall, stately columns, like a post-war Tara in the midst of a dozen ranch-style brick

homes that varied only by the color of their trim. Thick webs of browned ivy dug

deep into the wood and it seemed like the house would soon disappear in the decaying

overgrowth. Her yard was a cluttered with young but sickly Loblolly pines that

sprouted only brown needles. Even the weakest thunderstorms could make her trees

bend nearly all the way over so that their branches scraped against the ground. It was

no wonder that nearly everyone who lived on our street gave at least part of their

summers over to trying to make sense of the woman we knew only by the name

painted on her mailbox.

"How long you think she's lived there?" I asked Binky.

"Forever. All her life, probably," he told me. "I heard she planted that ugly

old tree when she was a kid." He scraped the edge of his knife on the gutter to clean

off the bits of blossom. "Probably been burying all kinds of stuff underneath it."

"No way."

Binky took a defensive posture, pushed his thick black bangs away from his

forehead and his brow creased up like my father's did when he was angry. "Heck

yeah. Why you think there's never any grass growing under there? Weeds won't

even grow under that tree."

Right in the center of all her pines was a grand magnolia tree with branches

like giant arms that reached out across the yard and sometimes wrapped themselves
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on top and rarely showed their brown undersides. In the summer the tree became

laden with its own floracreamy white flowers bigger than softballs, more fragrant

than the perfume my mother wore on Sundays. We could mark the time of year by

that tree. Its glorious scent would drift through the neighborhood and we'd know that

things were again changing, that spring was turning itself into summer.

Steve elbowed Binky. "Better put that knife away," he said. "Here comes Mr.

Donnie."

Binky grabbed an oak stick and started whittling with exaggerated gestures,

making all the curled shavings fly out into the street. "I dare that old fart to come over

here and say something to me," he said.

Donnie Quarles lived right next door to Miss Proserpine and came out of his

house every night at dusk. He'd called our parents on us before, once when we were

setting old chunks of Styrofoam on fire in Binky's backyard, another time when he

caught us damming up the creek in hopes there'd be a flood and the school bus

couldn't come through our neighborhood. Both of those things had been Binky's

ideas and he didn't get in trouble for either. I got put on restriction. Steve was

punished with his dad's belt.

I thought for sure Mr. Donnie would at least holler at Binky for walking

around with a knife he wasn't supposed to use for anything but fishing. But he didn't

pay a bit of attention to us. He had on a pair of his wife's pink polka-dotted gardening

gloves and walked around his treeless yard on his knees, picking up long spiny needles

and bits of petals, their edges dried and curledthings that had fallen from Miss

Proserpine's yard into his. After a while, his lawn looked about as clean as the

Gamecock's football field. He reached his hand right over the fence and dumped

everything that was rightfully Miss Proserpine's back in her yard. When it was all

done, he stood there looking lonely and satisfied, holding the top of the fence with one

hand, pulling on the long, straggly hairs of his dark mustache with the other, staring

into Miss Proserpine's yard until his wife finally called him in.
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"Think he's ever seen her?" I knew Mr. Donnie was just waiting for Miss

Proserpine to come out.

"Course not. Nobody's really seen her. Not in years and years, anyway.

Don't you think Mr. Donnie woulda told somebody if he'd seen her?"

"Maybe he's keeping it a secret. Maybe he's too scared to tell anybody."

Steve said. He was afraid of everything. It took him two summers before he'd even

go to the edge of Lynch's Woods. If we ever wanted Steve to go anywhere with us,

we had to lie to him, tell him a place was just as safe as his own backyard.

"Nah," Binky said. "I don't think Mr. Donnie knows anything about her. I

think he's jealous that we know more about that old bag than he does." He brushed at

the space above his lip where a tinge of peach fuzz was just starting to sprout.

"We ought to tell him we'll be his secret spies," Steve said.

"For what? That man doesn't do nothing but get us in trouble." Binky

snorted, swished a big wad of mucus around in his mouth and spat it in a high arc in

Mr. Donnie's direction.

Steve was insistent. "Maybe he'd pay us. Maybe we could sell him

information, like on that one Miami Vice when the guy"

Binky didn't give him time to finish. "He ain't payin' us nothing. I'm not

gonna talk to him and neither are you."

"Miss Proserpine's not an old bag," I told Binky. But for this, he had no reply.

Beyond all her trees, Miss Proserpine's house lay still, as though whoever had

once lived there abandoned it long ago. But we knew better; we knew she was in

there. Her mail never accumulated, newspapers never piled up on her front porch.

Her car, a moss covered four-door Ford was sometimes parked further up in her

driveway. Once, when he was sure the car had moved when he wasn't watching,

Binky climbed Miss Proserpine's chain link fence and felt the hood of her car. It was

warm.

She lived, somehow, outside our periphery. She moved, she existed, when we

weren't looking. We knew she sometimes went out because, like the detectives we

watched on television, we scoped out her yard and house. Steve and I counted the
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dozens of blossoms on her magnolia tree and we could tell when some had been

clipped off. In the last week, nine had been taken away.

Binky and Steve went back and forth, defining what it meant to be an old bag,

what it was about Miss Proserpine that defined her as such. I don't think either one of

them heard me when I said maybe we should all just leave her alone. And really, I

was glad they didn't hear me. I knew she'd be better off if Binky would just let her

be, but I hadn't convinced myself that I wanted to leave her alone.

"Probably she hates people. Can't stand kids," Steve said.

"What do you think she does in there?" I looked to her house and imagined

the insidedark and musty, like my grandmother's, but without evidence anyone had

ever been inside there. Since she didn't have any children, and for that matter, no

grandchildren, she wouldn't have any pictures. Her walls must have been empty,

yellowed and cracked.

Steve took his best guess. "She collects squirrel skeletons. Goes out at night

and takes them right out of their nests. Or maybe she lures them in with food. Then

she poisons them"

"That's dumb!" Binky had been losing his patience with Steve lately. "She's

old. She can't catch a squirrel. Heck, you can't even catch a squirrel, Fatso." He held

his middle finger back with his thumb, spit on it and thunked Steve in the forehead.

"That's gonna leave a welt," I said.

Binky made a move like he was going to get me, too, but he hesitated, brought

his hand down and wiped it on his cut-offs. It wasn't long ago that he'd let me have it

all the timemonkey bumps, Indian burns, titty twistersbut lately he'd backed off,

turned all his aggressions towards Steve. It was good, then, that I was no longer

Binky's target. I'd told my mother about it once, and immediately regretted it. She'd

hugged me, said she was proud I was growing up. But it's Binky, I'd told her, he's the

one who's changed.

Steve rubbed the red spot on his forehead, pulled the bill of his cap low so we

couldn't see that he was crying a little. "I could catch one, if I wanted," he blubbered.
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"Besides, how do you know how hard it is to catch a squirrel? I bet you never tried."

He smeared snot away from his upper lip with the chubby backside of his hand.

"Quit crying like a girl," Binky told him.

"What else you think she does in there?" I said quickly. It didn't seem fair for

Binky to pick on Steve so much.

Binky shook his head at Steve and started skewering bits of crinkled white

petals on his knife blade.

"Well," Binky began. He loved talking about dead people. He could go on

about that sort of thing all day if you'd let him. "I think old Miss Proserpine sits in

there reading the obituaries and drawing pictures of dead people. I think she makes

altars to them with candles and all kinds of junk. She sits in there and she tries to talk

to them."

I didn't doubt that Binky knew a lot about dead bodies; he was grisly enough

to want to watch them all the time. His father ran a funeral parlor, and, since Mr.

Chastain sometimes took Binky to work with him, it wasn't too unusual for Binky to

get a close look at the bodies as they were being embalmed. He got to learn all there

was to know about dead peoplehow they were filled with fluid and set in makeup

before the funeral, how they were so stiff his dad had to set their hands straight or fold

them together, depending on how their families wanted them to look. Binky took me

there once, but nobody in Prosperity had died that week, so I didn't get to see

anything. Instead, Binky showed me around, took me to the basement where his dad

filled bodies with formaldehyde. There was a little desk in the corner and glass bottles

and stacks of paper had been pushed aside to make a clear space where Binky could

do his homework while he waited on his dad.

"If she hasn't been out of her house in forever, how'd she know what dead

people look like?" I asked.

"Yeah," Steve said. He had sopped up most of his tears and was ready to be on

the defensive. "June's right." This was the first time Steve had taken my side over

Binky' s.
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My mother saved me from having to hear Binky' s response. The year before,

when we were on vacation in Charleston, she had bought an iron triangle and had

taken to clanging it at supper time instead of just calling me in, like most mothers did.

At first I'd enjoyed it; it reminded me of Little House on The Prairie and I liked the

notion of being called in from the fields like Laura Ingalls. Lately, though, it had

become an embarrassing nuisance.

"Better mosey on back to the house," Binky said in his best western accent.

"Sounds like Ma's callin' you in for supper."

I stuck my tongue out at Binky and went home to eat.

I decided to ask my parents about Miss Proserpine one more time. I thought

that if I caught them off guard I could get some information out of them. We'd just sat

down to eat and, when my mother brought over a bowl of field peas and a plate of

chicken livers, I asked her. "Why did Miss Proserpine take that man's breath? Is that

why she stays locked up in her house? Have you ever seen her? " I suppose I knew

better than to ask her before she sat down to eat, but this was urgent, couldn't wait.

She didn't answer a single question. "That's enough, June," she said. "I want

you to leave that poor lady alone." The bowl of peas hit the table and a few jumped

out. "She's old and doesn't need you and Binky running around watching her all the

time. You shouldn't even be out playing with those boys. They're bad influences."

She'd been telling me about what bad influences Steve and Binky were since

we'd moved in last year. But there was no one else in the neighborhood for me to hang

out with. Besides, I liked those guys; it was fine by them if I didn't act like a girl all

the time. "But I'm not watching her," I assured her. "I haven't even seen her yet."

"Eat." My father's hand hit the table and the peas jumped again. His chair

faced the living room and he peered through the doorway, watching the news. No

matter how pressing something was, no matter what had happened that day, we

weren't allowed to talk while the news was on, even if it was only the weather.

"How old is she?" Afraid of disturbing my father, I'd only mouthed the words.
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"She's too old to have you spying on her all the time, I'll tell you that."

Suddenly it had all become one big secret. It seemed everyone but me knew the

answers.

"If she's old," I asked, "wouldn't she be lonely? Wouldn't she want someone

to talk to?" After my grandfather died last year, my grandmother had moved into an

assisted living facility, not because she couldn't take care of herself, but because she

couldn't stand living alone, she'd said.

My mother spooned a heap of chicken livers on my plate. "The older you get,

June, the less you need children bugging you all the time. You'll learn that soon

enough. Sometimes all older people want is to be left alone. They've had enough of

everyone and need to spend some time by themselves."

And as much as my parents told me to leave that old woman alone, as much as

they said I should respect the elderly, I'd often find them watching out for Miss

Proserpine.

Just a few nights before, they'd sat side by side on the front steps, looking over

towards her house. I listened through the screen door.

alone."

"It's a shame," my mother had said, "to live your life like that, to always be

My father stretched his long arm around my mother, drew her closer to him

until she rested her cheek on his shoulder. "She's probably used to it. You live like

that long enough, you get used to it, I'm sure." It was ninety degrees out and they

huddled together like a cold front had set in.

I went back outside after supper. Binky and Steve weren't around. I was all

alone. I hadn't noticed when Miss Proserpine came out of her house. She couldn't

have been out there long. The neighborhood had grown quiet in the early summer

twilight, save for the buzz of the streetlights warming just before they lit up. I should

have heard her screen door squeak open and slam shut behind her, like everyone else's

did. But I didn't. She wasn't there and then she was. My stomach cinched up and I
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felt a tightness growing upwards, beneath my ribcage, up the base of my throat, the

back of my head. I wanted to move, to run and scream, but even if I could have, I still

don't know where I would have gone, or what I would have screamed.

I was standing in the middle of the street, couldn't remember what I'd been

doing there in the first place. Miss Proserpine hadn't seen me, or at least wasn't

looking at me, not even in my direction. I ran into Binky's yard and hid in front of

Mr. Chastain's hearse. We had watched her from here beforenobody could see you

when you stood behind that car, as long as you crouched down low enough.

The hearse was a converted station wagon, similar to the one my mother drove,

but longer. It was sleek black with stiff, hardened edges. It had curtains in the back

windows that were made of soft lavender satin and tied back with silver rope. I was

never quite sure why the curtains were therethey were parted in such a way that

anyone could easily see inside. From behind the hearse I could see almost everything.

I peered up over the hood of the car and looked straight through the windows at

everything across the street. Surely Miss Proserpine couldn't see me from here.

Surely she must not even have known I was watching her.

She wore a thin white gown and I could see the outline of her body beneath the

veil of airy cloth. Her hair drooped down around her shoulders in straight, thin

strands. From her profile, I could see her chin protruding from the base of her face; it

jutted out straight and fell at a sharp, harsh angle. Binky had described her as having

moles, dark and round, each sprouting singular hairs all over her face, all over her

body, for that matter. But I didn't see any.

I did see her steal from her own flowering tree. With trembling hands she

reached out and pulled a branch toward her. She grasped a magnolia blossom at its

base, tore it awkwardly from the branch. She picked at the stem, trying to whittle it

down, trying to even out the base of her flower. Then she cupped it, cradled it in her

palms and looked deep into the center, as though it contained something she really

understood or perhaps something she longed to see. And when she finished looking

into it, she drew it close to her face. Her head bowed down to meet her palms and she
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laid her face deep into the bowl of petals so that it was almost perfectly hidden. Her

bony shoulders rose up. She was breathing it in, taking the scent all for herself.

I saw her close the flower, draw the edges of the petals toward each other so

that it looked like it had a few weeks ago. I watched her hold tight the promise of its

bloom. There was a basket on the ground and she bent low and placed her treasure

deep in the bottom.

I saw her as she moved lightly, almost tiptoed around the tree, seeking out the

largest flowers, tucking them into an old worn basket. Each blossom she picked was

subject to the same scrutiny, the same careful process as the first.

All at once, she saw me, looked right at me.

Her face was framed in the window of the hearseheld still like in a portrait.

She moved just a little and part of her became hidden behind the curtains that hung in

the back of the hearse. I felt as though my lungs had been replaced with river rocks. I

was certain I'd never catch my breath. I shifted over, to get a better look.

Her eyes were something I'd never imagined. Dark green as the shimmering

leaves of her tree, each pool of color dotted with a tiny, almost insignificant black

pupil. Her eyelids drooped in a way that, upon meeting her for the first time, one

might think her tired, or ill. Thin lines drew themselves across her face at odd angles,

came together at the corners of her mouth. I saw her, thin lipped, sallow skinned and

constantly graying.

And when our eyes met, both of us caught by the notion of being watched,

Miss Proserpine picked a petal from one of the flowers in her basket, and let it fall in

light, tender waves. She took her eyes from my direction, waited to see where the

petal would land.

The breeze picked up slightly, just enough to shift the thin layers of her gown.

It pressed up tight against one side of her so that it was hard to tell where the cloth

ended and her skin began. I wanted to look away, but couldn't take my eyes from the

dark gray frame that seemed smeared in the night, fragile, so fragile the wind itself

might break it down, might turn her bones to dust. I saw her turn, pick up her basket
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of flowers and move rickety, almost broken-boned through her yard. I saw her go up

the steps and into a house so full of darkness she would have to feel her way through.

Her curtains hung perfectly still, but with a gap between them. And there, by

the chair I had imagined to be right by the window, I saw aged hands placing magnolia

blossoms into a crystal bowl that was filled to the brim with water. The flowers

floated light and careless, fine petals nestled against each other, holding each other

closer than they'd ever been.

I came out from behind the hearse, walked over to Miss Proserpine's chain link

fence, to where I could see the petal she'd droppeda cool, white mark on the

darkened ground. I climbed the fence, more aware now than I'd ever been that I was

trespassing. I kept my head tucked, focused on the ground. I'd let her watch me if she

wanted, but I told myself not to look up at her, not to make eye contact again. We'd

seen each other once, and that, for me, was enough. I took the petal. She'd torn it

perfectly at the base and its edges curled up a little when I held it in the palm of my

hand. I could have gone right up to her window, could have stared inside all I

wanted. But I didn't. I turned, and instead of climbing back over the fence, I exited

through the gate, making sure to latch it tight behind me.

I thought immediately of Binky, of what he'd say about all this, of how he

wouldn't believe me when I told him all I'd seen, all I knew. His light was on in his

bedroom window. I squeezed behind the boxwoods that bordered his house and

rattled the window screen.

His narrow, angular face pushed between the shade and the window. I

signaled for him to come outside.

He was barefoot and shirtless when I met him on his front porch. He seemed

more tan than I'd remembered him being, but his chest and belly were milky white. "I

can't come out," he said.

"I saw her."

"Saw who?"

"Miss Proserpine. She came out." I was careful to say it slowly, to make each

word last as long as it could.
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I thought of showing him the petal I'd found, but I knew it wouldn't be proof

enough for Binky. "She's not an old bag," I said. "And she's not wearing black

tonight. I don't think she even minds being alone." I told him everythinghow I'd

hid behind his dad's hearse and watched her, how she'd picked seven flowers off her

tree, how she saw me but didn't say a word. How she went back inside, as silent and

mystifying as she'd come out.

Binky rubbed his flat stomach and stared at me and then looked across the

street. Miss Proserpine's curtains had been pulled closed again. I tried to get Binky to

imagine for a minute the bowl of flowers I'd seen, the way her tired old hands had

lightly palmed each flower and slid it into the water.

But Binky shook his head, never would believe me. And I remembered the

petal I held in my palm, felt the edges turn towards each other just a little more. So I

left Binky behind, to consider what I'd told him, to piece together what he would of

Miss Proserpine. I knew I had to hurry home, that if I didn't do something with this

fragile artifact, if I didn't press it or preserve it in some way, it would brown, lose its

softness, wither and wilt.
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What They Do Besides Eat

It's so hot I think my skin is going to fry, so I take a good swig from the hose,

but of course I forget to let the water run before I do and what I get is a mouthful of

hot, plasticky water. Steve's standing so close to me I think how funny it would be if I

spit it all over him, but instead I spit into a clump of daylilies that grow up against the

side of the house. If I do something like that to Steve, he'll get me back or he'll tell on

me and it'll be worse. The water starts to run coldI keep testing it with my hand

and when Steve sees me start to take a drink again, he grabs the hose, puts his lips all

around the end of it and slurps and gulps.

"Come on, fatso. You're hogging it all," I tell him. He's pretty used to me

calling him fatso.

He comes up for air after a minute, turns the hose on me and since he's got his

stubby little thumb over the end of the nozzle, the water sprays out fast and hard. I let

him do it as much as he wants. It doesn't matter that I get soaked. It feels good. But

I'm not about to let him know that.

"Ain't no such thing as hoggin' water," he says. "We got a near endless

supply." Then he starts spouting off about how he knows all about the water supply and

lakes and rivers and reservoirs and on and on. Like he's so smart. Everybody in fifth

grade knows that. We just learned all this stuff in science last week. But he rolls his

eyes when I remind him that I know all that, too, because I was sitting right next to him

when Mr. Huey told us.

"Ju-une's dre-enched," he says in that same kind of singing way you say things

like 'I'm telling,' or 'you're in trouble.'

"I know-oh." I wait for when he's not expecting it and I grab the hose from him

and take a good swig. Still I don't spit on him, but I want to even more. I turn the hose

off before he has a chance to get me.
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"What you wanna do now?" Steve can never come up with anything to do on

his own. We've been out here all day. He says he comes over to my house because his

cousins are staying with him and he doesn't like playing with them, that they don't play

fair. As for me, if I stayed in, Mother would make me help her around the house,

getting dinner ready, or cleaning my room or folding clothes. With a choice like that,

I'll take Steve any day.

He digs his toes into the little mudhole we made. I wish I was allowed to go

barefoot like he does. I tried to tell Mother it'd save her from having to wash my Keds

all the time, but she won't believe me. It's too hot to think of anything to do and I tell

Steve maybe we should go inside. And when he tells me there's nothing to do in my

house, I tell him no, I mean I should go inside. With his big toe, Steve flicks a chunk

of mud on my leg and tells me I should stay out here with him. But it'll be time for

supper soon and I think I just heard my daddy's truck out front and I want to go see if

he's home.

Steve climbs the fence back over into his yard and I head around to see if that

was Daddy I heard. It used to be that me and Donna Mae would play this game

whenever we heard Daddy drive up. We called it "first kiss." As soon as we heard

him drive up, we'd race out to the driveway and whoever got to Daddy first got first

kiss. Sometimes I'd cheat and stand by the mailbox and wait for him. But Donna Mae

never plays that any more and there's no point in fighting to be first of anything if

you're the only one.

Sure enough, it is him and I know that I can't hug him when I'm this soaked

he'll get mad if I get him all wetso I lay my soggy shoes on the patio and sneak into

the backdoor. Mother's busy at the stove and I manage to get back to my room to

change before I get yelled at. I have to knock on my own bedroom door because

Donna Mae always locks herself in there when she's getting ready for something. It

takes her forever before she opens the door and when she does I get this huge noseful

of perfume and hairspray. As soon as I walk in, she slams the door shut and goes back

to the dresser mirror. She's got all kinds of stuff spread out in front of hermakeup

bottles, little cases of eye shadow, all kinds of stuff. You can barely see anything in the
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minor; it's coated with hairspray. She's so busy primping she doesn't even stop to ask

what happened to me. And there's no sense in telling her. She never cares about that

stuff. I hold my breath while I put on a clean pair of shorts and the E.T. shirt Mother

got for me when the movie left the theater without me being able to see it. I practice

dressing fast, like I'm a fireman or a magician.

By the time I get back out to the living room, Daddy's already sitting in his

chair, he's got his shoes pulled off and his shirt unbuttoned part way. He's got the

remote in one hand and he's rubbing his forehead with the other. I get behind his chair

and start rubbing his temples. He likes it when I do that.

"That's my girl," he tells me. "Not so hard now. Little circles, remember, like

I taught you." But I must not be doing it right because he puts his hands on mine and

kind of stops me. "I haven't had my daily hug from you yet, June. Come here."

The way he sits, sunk deep into the back of his recliner makes this pit where his

belly pokes out and his chest is kind of pushed back. He always sits like this, all

crooked and slouched down. The pit kind of disappears when he stands or sits up

straight, but I can still sometimes feel it through the T-shirts he wears under short

sleeved dress shirts. I've gotten too big for his lap, but I can still rest my head in the pit

if I kneel down and lean over the orange corduroy armrest of his chair.

He told me one time how when he was pretty young he'd had asthma and that

he'd breathed so hard his chest collapsed. It's weird to think it's always been like this

and it's sad to know how he was so sick when he was little, but I'm glad he has this pit.

His Old Spice is covered up by the smell of oil and chemicals from his work. He pulls

his arm around the back of my head and combs his fingers through my hair.

"Your hair's all wet, June. What've you been doing?"

"Nothing. Steve soaked me with the hose."

I think, this is it, I'm in trouble. But all Daddy says is, "You shouldn't let those

boys mess around with you like that." And he pulls me a little closer, tighter and I

know it's because he wants me there, that he likes these times as much as I do. So I
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stick my face deeper into his chest, feel how perfectly my head fits in the pit, how I've

grown just enough, how his belly has grown a little, too.

Neither one of us says anything else because the news is on and Daddy can't

stand it when you talk during the news. You can talk during the commercials, but as

soon as the news comes on, you'd better be quiet. Lately I've been trying to really pay

attention to the news anyway because sometimes at supper Daddy will ask us

questions. It's this game he likes to play with me and Mother and Donna Mae. Donna

Mae hates it because she can't ever answer the questions right and sometimes she

blurts out something that's so stupid we all have to laugh at her. One time, for

instance, Daddy asked her who Chris Cringle was and she said, "That guy who makes

potato chips?"

Tonight they're talking about the guy who shot the president last spring and I

try to memorize certain words like Hinckley and Brady and Hilton, in case Daddy asks

a question about any of it.

But while Tom Brokaw is going on and on about Hinckley, Mother comes into

the room, pokes her head around the corner first and waits for a commercialshe

always does that before she walks into the living room when Daddy's homeand as

soon as an ad comes on, Daddy notices Mother is there and he pushes me away, not

hard or fastI don't even think he means tobut it's enough for me to realize the

moment's over and that I need to sit up.

I look up and Mother's standing there, hands on her hips. She's got her apron

on and a big wooden spoon in her hand. She always wears an apron when she cooks.

I've never seen her spill anything on herself, but she always wears her apron anyway

"just in case," she says. Because you never know when you might spill something I

guess. And besides, Mother always wears nicer clothes at night. She wants to look

good for Daddy when he gets home. So every day before she starts dinner she gets out

of the jeans and old flannel shirts she always wears during the day and puts on slacks

and a blouse and more makeup and perfume. And even though she goes barefoot all

day long, she puts on shoes, too.

"Time to eat?" Daddy asks without looking away from the TV.
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"Supper's almost ready," Mother practically sings. I can tell she's not talking

to me. Daddy sits a little straighter and keeps on watching the commercial. He gets a

real kick out of those old ladies always asking, "Where's the beef?" Mother doesn't

pay any attention to the TV. She comes over and puts her hand on my shoulder, not

like she's going to hug me, more like she's trying to push me out of her way. She gives

Daddy a kiss and asks can she get him anything else, more tea or anything like that.

And the next thing I know, it's, "June, get your Daddy more tea." And I have

to be the one to get up and go into the kitchen.

While she slices the tomatoes Mother tells me, "You can't be Daddy's little girl

forever, June. You're growing up. It ain't always right for a grown girl like yourself to

be clinging to your father like that." And just like that she's gone from singing to

scowling. I hate how she can switch from one to the other so quick.

It seems like lately Daddy's gone almost all the time and when he isn't he's

tired. So we never get to do anything together. I have to make Steve or Binky practice

pitching with me and they both hate that because they think softball is for girls and they

pick on me because it's slow pitch and you're supposed to throw underhanded not

overhanded like they do in baseball. The whole time I'm thinking about that, Mother

keeps going on and on about me and Daddy and how I shouldn't slump over his chair

and hang all over him and how I can to give him a hug when he gets home and when I

go to bed but that's all and that he knows how much I love him and miss him and I can

do all that without draping over him all the time.

I have to say something, so I say, "I was just huggin' him. I never get to see

him no more."

"Then hug him right." She tells me this like I've done something wrong, with

that same tone in her voice that she has when I break something or forget to do

something she tells me to.

I know I shouldn't ask, but "Why?" pops out of my mouth and before I know

it, that one little word has Mother in a big tizzy. She plunks down her knife and turns
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she's said, but because of the way she's looking at me.

"June, it's not ladylike," she says. "You're getting too old for that kind of

behavior." And that's it. Her butcher knife cuts past the deep red skin of a tomato and

its juice sloshes out as the blade sinks deeper. She nods towards a stack of plates and I

take them to the table.

The stack is lighter than usual and in the nicest voice I can muster up, I tell her,

"There's only three plates here."

"Donna Mae's not eating with us tonight," she snaps. And then, like it's my

fault, she says, "She's got a date."

I'd figured as much. I can still smell the soap and perfume steaming out of the

bathroom as though this were a Sunday. Plus, she's spent half the afternoon in front of

the dresser mirror in our bedroom, dotting toothpaste on her pimples and pulling out

her eyebrows with tweezers. "One day, you'll go through all this for a boy," she'd told

me through gritted teeth. She spends half her time fixing her hair, curling and spraying

it and putting on makeup. She spends the rest of her time telling me how I need to stop

dressing like a boy, how I should act more ladylike.

When Donna Mae has a date at supper time, it means I don't have to sit across

from her at the table, don't have to get eyeballed every time I bite my fork, or told to sit

up straight or to stop chewing with my mouth open. No one else seems bothered with

any of it. Mother calls those things my tomboyish habits and says I'll eventually grow

out of it allthe sooner the better, she always addsbut Donna Mae seems to think

that, just because she is six years older than me, it's her responsibility to make me act

more like her. She says I shouldn't hang around Steve or Binky, that they're a bad

influence on me and I ought to spend more time with other girls. What I call being

comfortable, she calls being a tomboy. As far as I am concerned, Donna Mae is never

comfortable. And, if she keeps on with the makeup and the perfume and dresses, she

never will be.

Before I get the table set, there's two quick beeps of Dude Landry's old Jeep

and Donna Mae comes swishing down the hall. She's got on a pair of tight acid-
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washed jeans and a hot pink tank top that lets her jiggle all over the place. And that's

funny, because I always thought she liked wearing bras. Mother bought me a training

bra for my birthdaythis pink one with little strawberries printed all over itand I

finally threw it away. It's better to not wear a bra and hear all the girls with boobs tell

you how great it is to wear one than to wear one and have boys snapping it all the time.

When she asked about it, I told her it must've gotten lost in the wash but I know she

doesn't believe me. Sooner or later, she'll buy me another, Ijust know it. Donna Mae

almost always wears brasthe kind that are light and lacey and fasten in the front. She

showed me once how to bend over and let your boobs wiggle around until they find the

right place inside the cups, but I don't have a whole lot to speak of anyway. It all

seems pointless.

Except for her hair which is sprayed in all sorts of up and down curls and the

makeup that colors her face in all kinds of weird ways, Donna Mae seems, tonight

anyway, comfortable.

"You look nice," I tell her as she goes for the door.

"Is that what you're wearing?" Mother is right behind me and I can feel the

heat of the kitchen coming off of her. "You can't wear that on a date, Donna Mae."

"We're just going for barbeque, Mother." Donna Mae snaps her gum when she

talks. I think the only reason she does it is because she knows how Mother hates it.

And then there's this little rap, a quick one, two, three of Dude's class ring

against the metal frame of the screen door and their conversation is over. Dude's been

coming to the backdoor for a couple of weeks now. You can tell how much a boy likes

Donna Mae by two thingshow many times he comes to pick her up and how long it

takes him to start coming to the back door instead of ringing the front doorbell. He

pops his head in and waves heyfirst to Mother, then to Daddy. I don't think he even

sees me.

Daddy is up from his recliner and in the kitchen, ready for supper. "Ya'll goin'

out?" he asks as he shakes Dude's hand. They always shake hands. Dude nods and his

blond feathered bangs hang down around his eyes. He's always real quiet. Dude's
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hand leaves Daddy's palm and moves around Donna Mae's backside. She leans back

and gives him a quick little peck on the cheek.

"Dude's just takin' me to Larry's Pit for some barbeque, Daddy."

"So what time will you be home?" It's the same question almost every night.

Donna Mae looks up at Dude. He's tall. Taller than Daddy, even. Standing in

front of him, she has to crane her neck up and back to try and catch a glimpse of his

face. Dude looks down at her, raises his eyebrows and smiles. I can't see where his

hands are, but he does something that makes Donna Mae jump forward a little and she

lets out this sharp little squeal. "I dunno," she says between gum snaps. "Probably

late" That last bit sounds more like a question than an answer, but before Daddy or

anyone else has a chance to respond, Donna Mae and Dude are out the door and I can

hear them both giggling as they walk down the driveway. Mother goes to the front

window to watch them leave. The blinds are closed to keep out the summer sun, but

she pops a finger between them and leaves it there until none of us can hear Donna

Mae, Dude, or the Jeep any more.

I pour the tea. My parents talk over me, bouncing stiff words back and forth.

Tonight there's no trivia question and no one even notices when I say that tonight Evel

Knievel is going to jump over a row of eighteen wheelers on Ripley's.

"I think Dude might be the one," Mother says, sprinkling sugar over her sliced

tomatoes. "I think Donna Mae's finished waiting. Both of 'em, for that matter."

Across the table, Daddy scrapes at the place on his plate where a mound of

stewed squash had been. "Waiting for what?"

"You know."

Daddy leans back away from his plate, nods, waits a minute before he says,

"You think?"

I ask if Donna Mae's getting married, but no one bothers to say anything to me.

If she gets married, I could finally have a room to myself.

"Didn't you see them just now?' Mother says. "Lucky for you and me, Dude's

polite enough to wait until he gets outside. You should have seen them out there in the
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driveway. Sickening." Her face is starting to turn red. I can't tell if it's because she's

a little bit allergic to tomatoes or because she's getting mad.

With a mouthful of food, Daddy asks, "What do you mean?" It seems like

Mother is the only one who knows what this conversation is about.

"She knows the facts of life, but" Mother looks far away from the kitchen

table, through the living room and past the closed blinds of the front window. "She's

too young, not ready."

They go back and forth, swapping words about Donna Mae between half

chewed bites of squash and pork chops. I keep trying to make sense of the half

whispers Mother and Daddy slide across the table, hoping they won't notice that all this

time I've been covering up my dead yellow squash with piles of rice.

The next day, I'm out in the backyard trying to find something to do. My bike

has a flat tire, Steve isn't around and the neighborhood has gone still and quiet. I find a

roly-poly and put it on top of a cinder block, watch it crawl a few inches before I stop it

with my finger and make it roll up into a ball, so that it's completely tucked inside

itself.

From the other side of the chain link fence, Gates Beadenbaugh, Steve's older

cousin, calls me. "Come here, June. I got something to show you," he says. But I

know better, because every time Steve's cousins stay with him for the weekend, there's

trouble. Steve's nowhere around, but I get this feeling something is about to happen.

His cousins are always doing something, and usually to me. Last week they were

showing me how you can throw a frog up at the power lines so that it'll explode and

they had me stand right underneath the lines, told me to stand there so I could catch the

thing when it fell down. How was Ito know that it would come down in little bits?

Then I was the one who got in trouble. Mother made me wash my hair three times that

night and when that didn't work, I had to use tomato juice. So I ignore Gates for a

while, and flick the roly poiy back and forth until he calls me again.

"June. Come on over here. Really. I ain't gonna do nothing bad." He's

talking weird. Kind of whispering, but a loud whisper.
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eyes off the roly poiy and look up at him, kind of mean like, to let him know I'm

serious. I can make a real mean face when I want to. I bite my teeth together and

ground my eyebrows down until I can feel my whole face getting all red. But it doesn't

seem to work on Gates, because he just stands there with one hand in his pocket, the

other on the top of the fence. He's really ugly. His face is covered in big red pimples

and his hair is always greasy. Every now and then he takes his hand down and rubs his

stomach. With his shirt lifted up like that, I can see that he doesn't have a belly like

Steve does. His stomach is flat and even looks like it has a little hair on it, kind of like

my daddy's does.

"Whatcha want to show me, Gates?" I don't move from my spot, but I do kind

of wonder what it is he's got over there. "Where's Steve?"

"I ain't gonna tell you less you come over here." He shoves his hand harder

into his pocket. "Come on, June. Let me show you what I got. Steve ain't coming out.

He got too hot this afternoon when we was racing. Honest. I ain't gonna do nothing

bad."

I leave the bug alone for a minute, get up and go over to the fence. But then,

Gates starts to walk away. "Come down here. I don't want no one to see this." He's

in the back corner of Steve's yard, right where our yards meet the edge of Lynch's

Woods. We got a tall fence along the back of the yard, with barbed wire on top

because a long time ago, Mother said she saw some wild boars coming in from the

woods and she talked Daddy into putting up this fence that goes all around the yard so

that nothing could get in and mess with me or Donna Mae when we were playing. It's

a pain in the butt now, because it's too hard to climb without messing up your clothes

on the barbed wire. So anyway, there's this spot in the backyard where Daddy's got

his tool shedthis rickety old tin thing that he hardly uses any moreand you can

walk around it on all its sides, but back along the tall fence, and a little along the fence

that runs by Steve's yard, there's only enough room for someone small like me to fit in.

I go back there every now and then when I don't want no one to know where I am or

what I'm doing. It's like a secret spot.
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But I guess Gates knows about it, because he's standing back there on his side

of the fence, waiting for me to go behind the shed. I don't know why I go back there,

but I do. Gates is breathing hard like he's been playing kickball or something and he

waits until I'm all the way in the corner, where no one can see me. If he does anything

to me, I'll scream.

Instead, he acts real nice. He sits down on a little pile of cinder blocks and

starts doodling in the clay with a stick. "I saw your sister last night," he tells me.

Great, I think, he wants to go out with my sister, too. "She was riding around with

Dude Landry. They been going out long?"

"I don't know," I say. I really don't care to talk about either one of them,

especially not with Gates.

"Want to know where I saw them?"

"Not really."

Gates lies down in the dirt, stretches out on his side, keeps his head propped up

with one arm, but keeps his other hand in his pocket. "I saw them out behind Larry's

barbeque. I guess it was around ten o'clock. They were really going at it."

"Going at what?"

Gates doesn't say anything for a minute, just laughs at me with that corny little

laugh he's got. He sounds like a pig rooting around for something. "They were doing

it."

"Doing what? Eating? Oooh," I say, "Or what? You saw them kissing? Wow."

Big deal. I wish he'd get to the point.

"Don't you know what that means? You know what they do besides eat at

Larry's, right? You know, when people do it?" He sits up Indian-style, pulls his shirt

down over his lap and then makes a circle with his thumb and forefinger of one hand

and pokes a finger from his other hand into it.

"Oh!" Gwen told me about that once at school and we were supposed to take a

class on it later in the school year. "Sure," I tell Gates. "I know what doing it is."

"They sure were going at it. Me and Steve were standing right by Dude's Jeep.

They didn't even know we were there. Your sister had her shirt off. Man, she's got
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big titties alright." Gates whistles, but even then he seems like he's careful to keep it

low. He's usually one of those people who can whistle loud enough for it to echo all

through Lynch's Woods. I wish he'd just shut up, but he keeps on talking. "Steve said

he seen more than her titties, if you know what I mean. 'Course, I don't know how he

would since he's so short. That boy's two years younger than me and he's about two

feet shorter, too."

"You ever do it?" It's dumb questionI know what he's going to say. Gates

will tell you he's done almost anything, seen almost everything.

"Sure," he says. "All the time." Sure. Then he turns it back to me. "You ever

do it?"

"With a boy?" I can't believe he'd ask me that. "No!"

"You ever want to?"

"I don't know."

"Want to see what I got?" He acts surprised all of a sudden. Like he suddenly

remembered what he wanted to show me.

"Well that's why I came back here, ain't it, Gates?" I can't believe how stupid

he is.

Gates gets up on his knees and makes like he's going to pull his zipper down. I

try to move back, but I can only move so far away from the fence, because the shed's

right there behind me. I try to get up and run away before he pees on me, but the toe of

my shoe gets caught underneath the bottom of the fence. "Hang on," Gates tells me.

He's really whispering now. I can barely hear him. "Hang on. It ain't what you think.

I told you, I ain't gonna do nothing bad." He works his zipper all the way down and

opens up his pants. Just like that. He's got his pants wide open for God and everybody

to see. I'm already thanking myself that my mother can't see me back here, because I

know exactly what she'd doshe'd string me up by my toenails and beat the tar out of

me. That's what she's always threatening to do.

It's hard not to look at Gates, even though I know I shouldn't. I can just hear

Mother right now, telling me it ain't Christian or ladylike or any of that. But the thing

is, I've never see a boy's privatesnot my dad's, nobody's. And Gwen and Shelia at
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school say they have, but I never really believe a thing Shelia tells me. Gwen says she

even touched one once, and I bet she has. I wish she was here right now. She'd never

believe this was happening.

Gates has got on plain white underwear like my dad wears. And then he does

it. He reaches in and pulls his thing out of his pants and points it right at me. He's

looking down at it, like he's as surprised to see it as I am. I really can't believe he's

doing this. I think about screaming or getting up and going, but I can't stop looking.

I've got this tingly feeling on the top of my head that's creeping down my neck and

back. You know that feelingthe one you get when you ride the Ferris Wheel or when

you've been caught doing something bad. But still I can't help but look.

"It ain't nothin' but my dong," Gates says. "Go on, touch it." He gets closer to

the fence and sticks it through one of the chain links.

He's standing against the fence, all of him pressed up to it real tight so that his

dong pokes straight at me. It's not at all what I thought it'd look like. I mean, I don't

know what I thought it was supposed to look like really. One time when Gwen read

me a bunch of sex stuff out of the encyclopedia she said that the guy's thing was

shaped like a finger. And I guess it is, sort of, except it's got this big pink thing on the

end of it and a hole. And all this time I'm standing there staring at it like a dummy and

Gates is telling me to go on and touch it.

I stick out my finger, point at the hole where the pee comes out and I realize

I'm about an inch away from touching it.

He pushes himself against the fence so that it leans my way and my finger

accidentally brushes up against it.

"Use your whole hand," he tells me. "It's alright. You can't hurt it."

When I do touch it, I put my hand on it real lightly, like you hold a little baby's

hand or something. The skin is real soft, which surprises me, since boys are supposed

to be all tough and everything. I put my hand on it a little tighter and I can feel the

whole thing jump a little. Gates doesn't shout or anything. In fact, when I look up at

him, I notice he's got his eyes closed. I feel stupid for standing there holding his dong

like this, so I let go. Then, for no good reason, I give him a shove. It doesn't work too
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good, since he's on one side of the fence and I'm on the other. But I feel better for

doing it. Gates grabs his thing and tucks it back inside his pants.

I'm still tingly and I can't really say anything. I feel like Ijust saw something

bad, which I guess I did in a way, even though it didn't seem that bad.

"You'll get better at it soon," he tells me. "I hear your sister's really good."

But I don't listen to him, because Gates doesn't know what he's talking about.

He spits a couple of times before he says he'll see me tomorrow and goes inside

Steve's house. I sit there behind the shed for a long time. I don't want Mother to see

me come out from behind here and I definitely don't want Daddy to know about any of

this, so when I do sneak out, I try to act normal, like nothing's happened. Nothing at

all. I kick a chunk of dried red mud and sort of play soccer with it all the way across

the yard until it crumbles. When I go to check on the roly poly, it's gone, so I go

inside. There's no reason to stay out here any more.

Mother is doing laundry and doesn't even hear me when I come inside. I sneak

off to my room and close the door behind me. My plan is to hide out here and hope no

one finds out about what just happened. I keep trying to think about something else,

but I can't. I even try to take a nap, but when I close my eyes, all I see is Gates' dong

poking up there, right in front of me. And every time that happens, my stomach starts

to hurtnot the kind of hurt you get when you're sick, more like the kind you get on

the first day of school. The butterflies are driving me crazy.

Gwen once told me about this Judy Blume book that's about a guy who's kind

of like Gates. I mean, he's all weird about the thing in his pants. She told me I could

read her book sometime, and now I wish I would have. Maybe then I would've known

what to do. I'm never going back outside. Not while Gates is around.

Dinner is the same old thing all over again. Donna Mae's on another date and

this time she won't be home until midnight because it's Saturday and Mother lets her

stay out that late when it's not a school night. I look at my fish sticks and peas, cutting
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them up with my fork and pushing them around and trying to make it look like I've

eaten something. The truth is, I think if I ate anything I'd puke.

Mother catches me pouring more ketchup on my plate. "June," she says, "June

you'd better start eating and stop messing around. You've got enough ketchup on your

plate to feed an army."

"I ain't hungry."

Then she really starts in. "Why not? Are you sick, honey?" She thinks the

only reason anyone wouldn't eat is because they're sick. She reaches across the table

and puts her hand on my forehead.

"I ain't sick, Mother," I tell her. And I push her hand away.

"What's the matter, Junebug?" Now Daddy's stretching his arm across the

table, stroking my nose with the side of his index finger like he always does when I'm

not feeling good. "You not feeling so very good?" Daddy's got two different voices

one that's deep and kind of gruff that he uses all the time and another that's higher and

softer, kind of like his singing voice, that he uses when one of us is sick or when he

hugs Mother. Right now he's using that soft voice and it's making me feel a little

better. His finger is cold, but soft and it feels really good. For a minute, I don't even

think about Gates.

But then I do think about him and his dong and all that stuff he said to me. It's

like I can't stop myself from thinking about it all. And then I start to feel

uncomfortable. I love it when Daddy rubs my nose or pats my head, but my head's still

tingly and I really am starting to feel sick, dizzy or something.

I pull back.

There's Daddy's finger sort of hanging in midair. If I moved forward just an

inch he'd keep rubbing my nose like normal. But I can't. And when he asks what's

the matter again, I want to tuck my head into his pit and tell him about Gates, or get up

from the table and go back to my room. Instead, though, I sit there, unable to move,

Daddy's limp finger right in front of me.
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Two Lambs

It was the third Sunday of the month, time for sinners to repent. And Randy

Kibler was late. Preacher Beadenbaugh knew better than to go back to preaching;

he'd get interrupted if he did. So he bowed his head, a signal to all of us that it was

time for another prayer. He scrunched his face and half his mustache disappeared

under the end of his nose and his eyebrows bumped up against each other. He took his

time, ambling through each of the requests he made to God. It must have taken him a

good deal of concentration, especially then, to say just the right thing, so his prayer

wouldn't be wasted, so that the time we spent waiting for Randy would be worthwhile.

He prayed for our brothers and sisters in the hospital to be healed, for those gone

astray to become righteous, for lost lambs to return home. By the time he was

finished, every Christian in South Carolina would be properly taken care of.

But even Preacher Beadenbaugh could only keep going for so long. He

worked toward his Amen as slowly as he could, lengthening words, drawing in

unnecessary emphasis just for the sake of waiting.

And before long, everybody was shifting around, restless. Old ladies in the

front row fanned themselves with prayer cards and whispered to each other about how

badly the church needed air conditioning. My father loosened his tie. My mother kept

her head bowed, eyes closed. Donna Mae pinched my arm, tried to keep me from

looking around.

I counted heads. There were sixty-seven of us waiting for Randy.

"And God," Preacher Beadenbaugh said, "Dear Jesus. Dear Lord. Dear

Heavenly Father" here he paused, searching for one more name to address

"Creator of all that is good, we ask that you bring to us, deliver to us, oh Lord, those

gone astray. Bring to us the lost, oh God, bring to us"

And then we heard him.
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"Thank you, Lord," the preacher said before adding a quick and unfeeling

"Amen." What few heads were still bowed raised, and in unison we sang the last two

lines of "Jesus is Calling" again. Randy would feel like he was just on time.

Randy's moped screeched to a halt right outside the front door of the church.

We heard his two-stroke engine choke and die, the familiar crunch of a couple

hundred pounds of metal fall on its side on the sidewalk.

"Miracle of miracles," Mrs. Halfacre, the oldest member of the congregation

said, loud enough for everyone to hear. Someone in the back said, "Amen to that."

When the doors finally opened, the whole church filled up with Randy Kibler.

He smelled like he'd been sleeping under a car, like grease and cut grass and sweat.

His makeshift suita worn pair of Levi's, untucked denim button-down shirt and

corduroy jacketlooked as though it had been recently rescued from a garbage

dumpster. He walked towards the front of the church slowly, his left leg just a little

slower than his right. He kept his hands folded behind him and moved with an almost

ceremonious shuffle, step, shuffle, step.

Randy had been coming to our church once a month since Christmas and, until

that summer, I'd known him only as the guy I wasn't supposed to hang around. He

and Preacher Beadenbaugh's son Heck had come to be drinking buddies and, since

then, even saying the name Randy Kibler was taboo. With the exception of Heck,

Binky Chastain and me, and a few others brave enough to accept the consequences if

were we caught hanging around Randy, most people in Prosperity ignored him when

they could. A few had urged Preacher Beadenbaugh to keep him out of the church,

but there was little he could do. God must have wanted Randy to be forgiven. Randy

kept to his routine, and continued to live in his own little world, generally oblivious to

most things. He came into town one day about three years earlier and had taken a

liking to the gully behind Buddy's on Main. Buddy made a deal with him: Randy

could stay there, and sleep on one of the picnic tables inside the screened-in porch that

jutted up against the little convenience store as long as Randy swore he'd never steal

anything, and that he'd chase down anyone caught trying to rip Buddy off.
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kept coming back to church. I'd hung around him quite a bit in those months, even

though he had to have been twenty years older than me. We'd met behind Buddy's,

where Binky and I hung out, plucking up lost change, buying bottles of Big Red on

credit we'd never pay back, trying to outdo each other's high score on Pac-Man.

Randy had taught me how to whittle, had given me and Binky our first sips of

whiskey, had taught me how to pick up a garter snake by the tail and hold it at arm's

length so you could watch its head swing around and try to get you.

Preacher Beadenbaugh spread out his arms, palms open to the sky. He smiled

gently, bravely. Halfway up the aisle, Randy must have realized he'd forgotten to

remove his baseball cap. He took it off and shoved it clumsily into his jacket pocket,

leaving the yellow John Deere logo poking out. He pressed his hand to the top of his

head and slicked his dark greasy hair back as solemnly as he could. When he made it

to the pulpit, he fell sloppily to his knees and started immediately to cry. He gripped

the toes of the preacher's loafers and I thought for a minute he was trying to dig out

the pennies. Instead, though, he held this pose. His sobs were fitful and deep, a cry

that came from somewhere else. He cried and shook like my mother had when her

father died.

Preacher Beadenbaugh came down from the pulpit, put his hands on Randy's

shoulders and looked to us, not knowing what to do. Randy's repents were usually

less dramatic. He cried, sure, but never like this. Then, as though he was being lifted

up by the preacher, Randy rose and turned to face the congregation.

He pulled a gray hankie from his pocket. "I been at it again," he began as he

sniffed back a bucket load of tears. "Drinkin' and runnin' around like there's no

tomorrow, like there ain't no God. I been a sinner, plain and simple. Ain't got no

excuses, neither." While he was saying all this, he took his baseball cap out of his

pocket and wrung it with both hands. "Now I know I done said this all before, and

then went right back out and started sinnin' again. I know how blasphemous it's been

of me."
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The word blasphemous stood out in Randy's speech like a new penny in a rain

puddle. I looked around. Women had taken out their nail files and were going to

work, digging out bits of grits or grains of coffee left over from that morning's

breakfast. A few men had picked up Bibles or hymnals and thumbed through, as

though they were looking for something important but couldn't quite remember which

page to turn to. Even my mother was looking down, embarrassed, staring at a scuff on

the toe of her shoe.

"Yeah, Lord, I done sinned against ya. But I ain't meaning no harm," Randy

continued. "It was the alkiehawl what done it, I suppose. But not no more, Lord."

His speech took on a tone more passionate than I had ever heard in church. More

exciting, even, than the sermon on the creation a few weeks before. I had been

fascinated by how God had just decided that there should just be things and then he

made them: The world was dark, He made it light. Adam was lonely, He made Eve.

But not even a sermon on how things came to be could top this. Randy was at his

best.

He reached deep inside his jacket and fumbled around. Then, as though he had

just uncovered an ancient artifact, he pulled out a bottle of whiskey. I recognized it

immediately. He'd given Binky and me sips from a bottle just like it and made us

promise to never, ever tell a soul. Mrs. Timpson and Mrs. Gaston let out a collective

gasp and fanned themselves faster. Preacher Beadenbaugh stood there open-mouthed.

It was the first time alcohol had ever been brought into the church. The communion

wine was Welch's grape juice.

"That's right, Lord." Randy looked straight up at the ceiling, as though he

could really see God, as though he was looking right up into His eyes. "I'm all yours

now. I ain't belongin' to no more Mr. Jack Daniels, no more Mr. Jimmy Beam, or

none of them. I'm belongin' only to you now, God." All the while Randy was saying

this, he worked at unscrewing the cap of his bottle, as carefully as I'd sometimes seen

my father unscrewing the radiator cap from our car. Were it not for the hum of the

fans, we all probably could have heard the threads of the bottle cap being unwound

from the glass neck. Randy raised his bottle high, nodded his head at God and took a
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virginized by Randy Kibler himself.

Randy took his eyes away from God for a minute and turned around to

Preacher Beadenbaugh. "I reckon you better baptize me now, sir." Randy never

called anybody by their names. He even called me ma'am. But before Preacher

Beadenbaugh could say anything, before anyone really had time to react, Randy

turned his bottle upside down and poured its contents out. I stood up just in time to

see Randy's whiskey darkening part of the strip of burgundy carpet that ran down the

center aisle of the church. When the bottle was empty, he took it up to the pulpit, to

where Preacher Beadenbaugh had retreated, and laid it next to the preacher's Bible.

Rather than speak, Preacher Beadenbaugh opened his arms wide and held his

palms toward heaven. Everyone stood and without even being directed to our

hymnals, we started singing again. This time Randy led us through the song, three

words ahead of everyone else.

Ofor the wonderful love he has promised,

promised for you and for me!

Though we have sinned, he has mercy and pardon,

pardon for you and for me.

Halfway through, Randy started to cry all over again. Preacher Beadenbaugh bent

down to him and the two men whispered back and forth, all during the rest of the song.

My mother and all the other ladies sung louder, to keep the hymn from being ruined.

"Friends," Preacher Beadenbaugh began when the song was finished, "next

Sunday we will welcome two new members into our congregation."

Randy looked at me and winked. I dreaded next Sunday. I'd been dreading it

ever since my parents had made the arrangements for me to get baptized. I was the

youngest at the church, the only one not to be baptized.

It'd been more than a month since my parents had invited Preacher

Beadenbaugh over to tell me that they all thought it was time for me to be baptized.

He led us through a prayer and read almost the entire book of Matthew. Then he gave

me my first Bible, one of those tiny green ones that the Gideons hand out on street
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corners. He told me about John the Baptist and how he had started all this. He told

me that baptism would make me clean and would give me a new life. He told me that

after I was baptized I would be more perfect in the eyes of God. "And everything

from that moment on will change for you, June," he promised. Once baptized, I'd be

a different person, not just in the eyes God, but to everyone.

For four weeks I had tried to get out of being baptized. I couldn't swim, I

explained to everyone. I'd failed swimming lessons three summers in a row, until my

parents just gave up on me. I hated getting water in my ears, the way my head felt

clogged and everything going on around me became muted. Donna Mae had told me

to practice going under water in the bathtub, but the best I could do was to just dip the

crown of my head beneath the surface. It was better to let her tease me than to have to

explain how afraid I was of what was really going to happen. Donna Mae was six

years older than me, had been baptized the year before, when my parents first joined

the church. A few months later, she'd started wearing makeup and going out with

boys. It was right around that time, too, that she'd stopped having much to do with

me. We'd shared a room since I was born and suddenly even that had become a huge

inconvenience for her. She griped about everything I did. "Pretty soon you'll know

why you're such a pain," she'd told me. "Pretty soon you'll understand what I'm

going through." Right then, though, understanding Donna Mae was the last thing I

wanted to do.

The procession out of the church was a little more awkward than usual. We

weren't sent away with a prayer and we never got to hear the second part of the

sermon. Randy's speech had made up for that. My parents mulled around in the mix

of baffled people, exchanging awkward glances rather than handshakes and gossip.

On our way out, I looked around for Randy, but he'd apparently disappeared out the

backdoor. Everyone stepped over his moped on the way to their cars.

Preacher Beadenbaugh stopped me just outside the door. "Looking forward to

next week?" he asked.

"Not really," I told him. We were in church. I couldn't lie.
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something I had no qualms with. I went to my room and squirreled out of my dress

and panty hose and left them all in a pile on the floor. I pulled on a T-shirt and a pair

of shorts, ready to head outside to find Binky. Sundays were ours. We ran around our

neighborhood, damming up the creek, finding things to set on fire, collecting cicada

skeletons, doing whatever we wanted, whatever we thought would impress Randy the

most. We were at our best when we were out of sight of our parents, who stayed

inside soaking up the air-conditioning and the last of their weekends.

That Sunday, though, would be different. When I got downstairs, my mother

was waiting for me in the kitchen.

"You can't wear shorts to church, June," she said. "Go put on some long pants.

We're going back to clean up that mess. Now hurry up." I went back and changed

again, dressing to her standards. I hoped I could catch up with Binky later, but

somehow I doubted I would.

I paused in the doorway of the kitchen. My mother had on jeans and a T-shirt,

just like me. Her makeup was fresh, her hair still perfectly sprayed and she hadn't

taken off herjewelry. Daddy sat at the table, still in his suit. "I want you to keep him

from coming in there," my mother told him. She stood at the refrigerator, rearranging

the pictures that were held up with fruit-shaped magnets. She moved a picture of me

in my little league uniform below the one she'd taken that Easter me in a hideous

pink dress, white gloves and patent leather shoes from Buster Brown's, standing in

front of my grandmother's azaleas. I hated that picture.

"Look, Beverly" my father's voice was a little louder now, but calmer

"Randy's probably not even going to show up next Sunday. He does this all the time.

You know that. And even if he does, it won't kill June to be baptized with him."

"No," my mother said. And then, "No. He took alcohol into the church,

Tucker. He drank liquor in front of the church. Right there in front of the kids, too.

Virgil should just throw him out of the church." One of the things my mother loved

most about Virgil's church was the strict standards we were held to. My father

complained that it was becoming too conservative, but my mother wouldn't hear of it.
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It was important to her that we follow the Bible word for word. "I don't know why

he keeps on letting him come back. I really don't." Every other word she said was

broken in half, like the syllables weren't supposed to touch each other. "I really think

he will come back now. He loves a good show and now he thinks he's the ring leader

of the church. He's done nothing but bring absolute filth into the church. Filth! And I

don't want June to be baptized with him. I won't have it."

My father pulled his tie off in one slick motion and folded it in half, then half

again and again until it couldn't be folded any more. "This isn't about Randy," he

said. "This is about June. You want her to get baptized and by God she's gonna do it."

The flat of his palm came down on the table, like a gavel marking the end of the

conversation.

I hoped that my mother would stand her ground and somehow manage to win

this one. But I knew as well as she did that my father had the last say in everything.

The whole church stunk of whiskey and grease. Randy had left, but his

essence stayed behind. I wondered where he was, if he worried about being baptized

as much as I did, if things had started to change for him, too. I wondered if he wanted

to change, if he'd planned the whole thing for a reason. But I couldn't think of a

better life for Randy. And I'd never known of him to waste a drop of whiskey. When

he wasn't drinking it, he was trying to get more. I'd spit out that first sip he gave me

and he'd had a fit. He told me I drank like a girl but I didn't know any other way. I

took another swig and tried not to make a big deal out of it as the stuff burned its way

down my throat. He'd smiled a rotten toothed grin and told me I made him proud, the

same thing my mother told me that night I learned I was going to be baptized.

The lights had been shut off and a little bit of sun came through the stained

glass windows, spilling splotches of mismatched color all over the darkened pews and

the carpet. My mother stared up at the picture of Jesus on the cross above the pulpit.

Yellow light was hitting Him in a strange sort of way and it looked like His stomach

was exploding, like He'd been hit by lightning. I'd never been there before when

everyone was gone and the lights were out and I wondered if maybe He changed
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colors depending on the way the light shone in. Was he always this different when no

one else was around? I'd never given it much thought. My mother and I stood there

together, staring up at Jesus and his glowing belly.

"God, I hope we can wash that stain out," my mother said. For a second, I

wasn't sure if she was talking to me or to Jesus. I followed her to the front of the

church where Randy's whiskey had dried into the carpet. My mother surveyed the

spot.

"It's going to take a lot of elbow grease," she said. That was one of her

favorite phraseselbow grease. She believed in using it liberally. Anything could be

made clean if it was scrubbed hard enough. I knew what she really meant, though.

This was going to take all afternoon. My mother went to the bathroom to get a bucket

of water. I roamed around the church, took advantage of the time I had to explore.

The preacher's Bible was closed and someone had removed Randy's whiskey

bottle. I stood behind the podium and looked out at the pews. The place seemed

smaller. The aisles were a little bit narrower, the pews closer together, the whiskey

stain was barely visible. Directly behind the podium, just below the picture of Jesus

hung a purple velvet curtain. I pulled on the cord just enough for the curtains to draw

away from each other a few inches. The baptism tank was empty. Without water in it,

without the ceremony and the preacher and everyone else, it looked like nothing more

than a bathtub, except with a thick Plexiglas front and blue tiles on the remaining three

sides and bottom. There was even a drain and faucet and a set of stairs that led into

the tank on either side. I'd seen Preacher Beadenbaugh baptize at least a dozen people

in here, and I'd always thought the water was blue. It was disappointing to learn that

what I had thought to be blue water was just tinted by the tiled background and

eventually it was all flushed down the drain, just like dirty bathwater. I figured the

water would likely come up to my shoulder blades. Maybe it would be over my head.

I would have climbed in and measured had my mother not been there.

She was walking with a tilt and telling me to get away from there, even though

she had no idea what I was doing. There was no use in explaining. The bucket hung

heavy in her right hand; her left arm stuck out to the side for balance. She passed me a
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bottle of Resolve and we set to work, first dabbing the carpet with damp cloths,

spraying on the cleaner and scrubbing with wooden-handled brushes. My mother

never once looked up. Drips of sweat gathered around her hairline. They fell to the

floor one by one and she scrubbed the tiny dark spots until they disappeared. We

worked on our knees, crawling backwards down the length of the church. We scoured

the entire area of the carpet, until every inch of it, every place Randy had ever possibly

stepped or spat, was cleaned and brushed.

Every now and then I stopped to look up at the picture of Jesus. He didn't look

quite the same. The explosion of light had faded and his stomach was paler. Silently,

I thanked Him for allowing the rest of the church to have hardwood floors. Had the

whole church been carpeted, I'm sure my mother would have insisted we clean it all.

And because we were in church, I figured it wouldn't hurt either if I asked him for a

couple of things.

"Please, if I have to get baptized, don't let me drown in there." The thought

was loud in my head, but I could only mouth the words. I hoped He would hear me.

"And please," I begged Him, "don't let things change too much. I'm happy the way I

am." I wasn't sure what else I was supposed to say. It seemed every prayer I'd heard

had involved some sort of request for change, for things to get better.

My mother and I went back to the church three times that week to oil the pews

and pulpit, polish the hardwood floor and wash the stained glass windows. By

Thursday night, my fingers were wrinkled from cleaning solutions and my arms were

sore and heavy. On the way home, I asked my mother about when she was baptized.

She dropped her head a little, then looked over at me with a smile that seemed to come

from far away.

"I was nineteen. It was just before your father and I got married. I wanted to

be pure for him and for the Lord." She told me that her parents had never taken her to

church, that she'd grown up a sinner. And that when she met my father, she started

going to church with him on Sundays. She smiled and twisted her gold chain around

so the clasp was behind her neck. Donna Mae had told me once that when the clasp

fell to the front, it meant a boy was thinking of you. "Your father was so sweet back
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gentlest man I'd ever met. And I wanted him to see me the same way."

"So you got baptized? Just like that?"

"Just like that. I needed to change."

"What was it like?"

She shook her head and without taking her eyes off the road, reached over and

patted my leg. "Oh honey, I don't remember. I do know that from that day on,

everything was different for me."

We drove past the old school where everyone, from kindergarten to twelfth

grade, had gone decades before. There'd been plans for renovating it, for turning it

into the middle school, until someone found out it was filled with asbestos. Now thick

webs of kudzu grew up the sides. It wouldn't be long before the entire building was

hidden. My mother kept talking, but I swear I don't know what she said. That night I

asked God for one more thing. "Please make it so I don't have to get baptized," I

begged. I knew He'd be disappointed that I didn't want to become a member of His

church, but I didn't care. It wasn't fair that I had to change.

When we got home, Binky was doing donuts in the street and I asked him what

he thought about the whole thingwhy Randy wanted to be baptized, how much

everything would change as a result and how I could avoid it all, but he didn't have

much to say. "Me and my dad don't go to church," he told me. "I don't got to worry

about none of that." Then he mocked me for having to wear a dress and get my ears

wet all in one day. "No wonder you're tryin' to get out of it. If I was you, I'd try to

find Randy. I'll bet he ain't even gonna go through with it. Maybe he can help you

out." He took off on the new BMX his dad had got him for his birthday. I sat there on

my sister's old three-speed, feeling stupid and alone.

For the next two days, I rode my bike all over town, trying to find Randy. He

wasn't at Buddy's on Main, wasn't out behind the old school or even fishing down at

Lynch's pond. I tried to think of everywhere he might go, but every place I thought of

was wrong. I couldn't ask anyone, either, for fear word might get back to my parents.
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I wished for summer to end and for the ache in my stomach to go away. I wished for

everything to be normal again, to stay normal forever.

Late that Saturday, I was riding around the park, up by the church. I was on

the basketball court, trying to pop a wheelie like I'd seen Binky doing all the time. I'd

get a quick start and pull up on the handlebars, but nothing happened. I tried grabbing

them from underneath, tried standing up on the pedals. Nothing worked. I couldn't

do it, so I laid down my bike and sat on the edge of the court, squashing fire ants into

the asphalt with the tip of my finger. The little league baseball game finally ended and

I watched all the kids walk past with their parents. They threw their gloves and hats

up in the air then sprinted ahead to pick them up.

After a while, the park cleared out. The little leaguers were gone and, save for

a couple of teenagers making out on the swings, I was by myself. I could hear the

faint sound of a motorbike on the other side of the park. The engine revved and then

whined high and fast and died. It started up again, came closer.

Randy was riding his rusty red moped through the park, paying no attention to

the signs the elder's club had posted that said: Kindly Keep off the Grass. He didn't

wear a helmet, just had his John Deer hat on backwards. One of the reasons I'd been

told to stay away from Randy was his moped. Every kid who saw him riding it

through Prosperity insisted that their parents get them one, and every parent refused,

especially since Russell Cleaver had nearly lost a leg several years when he drove his

moped into a ditch. Randy's wasn't as cool as the sleek Hondas we ogled at in

magazines. It was square-ish and practical looking. It had milk crates strapped to the

sides with bungee cords and spewed exhaust as black and thick as soot. It didn't

matter, though. He could still make the thing pop wheelies better than I'd ever seen

anyone do. He was like a tiny version of Evel Kenivel, a little slower but almost just

as good. He whooped and hollered with every wheelie.

"Hey, Baptism Buddy!" He brought his moped to a screeching halt right in

front of me. "What you doin' here? Ain't you 'posed to be at home, gettin' your

dress all laid out for church tomorrow?"
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otherwise there was no telling what you'd find yourself talking about. "Aren't you

worried things will change too much?" Nothing ever seemed to change for Randy.

That seemed to be the way he liked it.

"Afraid?" he said. He scratched his forehead then looked at his fingernails.

"Hell no. What I got to be afraid for? Come tomorrow mornin', I ain't never gonna

have to worry about a thing. It's just gonna be me and Him." He pointed at the sky.

"Way I see it, there's a time you just gotta give up on pretty near everything and give

it all to the Lord. Yes ma'am. Trust in the Lord. Ain't that what they all say?"

"I guess," I said. I sat on the ground and looked up at Randy. The sun was

going down behind him and I had to squint to see him.

"What about the whiskey?" I asked him. I'd known for a long time that, in our

church, drinking was a sin. "You're not gonna be able to drink no more."

"Drank all I cared to drink. For the time being, anyway."

I pulled up a wad of dandelions and shook out all the bugs. "You aren't really

gonna get baptized, are you?" This was another of Randy's jokes. And I had to

admit, it was a good one, better even than when he filled latex gloves with water and

hung them under the Bi-Lo cows to make it look like they all had udders, better than

the time he took all the money out of Buddy's cash register and filled it with cicada

skeletons.

"Ain't no joke, ma'am. I'm gonna do it."

"But why?"

"Ain't much else to do around here."

As I rode away, I could hear him revving his engine, getting ready for the next

wheelie.

That Sunday, church started out the same as it always did. Donna Mae tapped

her index finger against the pew each time Preacher Beadenbaugh finished a sentence.

My mother had bought me a new dress for the occasion and the tag itched the back of

my neck. Randy wasn't around.
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We read from the book of Matthew and Preacher Beadenbaugh finished his

sermon with the same line he used every time someone got baptized: "He shall baptize

you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire." At this, the congregation started to sing and

my mother grabbed my hand and stood up, pulling me along behind her. Donna Mae

whispered, "Don't get your ears wet!" I cringed. My mother led me away and we

inched our way past my father, past Dr. Anderson and his wife, who always sat at the

other end of our pew.

Preacher Beadenbaugh was in the fellowship hail, pulling on a pair of hip-

waders.

"Are you ready?" he asked me.

I couldn't say anything. If I said no, he'd make a big deal out of it and tell me

everything was going to be fine. If I said yes, no one would believe me and I'd be

caught lying in church.

"June's a little nervous," my mother said. "I think she's afraid of the water."

"The water?" Preacher Beadenbaugh laughed. "There's no need to be afraid of

the water! Come here, June." He placed one hand on my forehead, the other in the

small of my back. "Now all I'm going to do is dip you down real quick, like this." He

bent me backwards and then straightened me out. We must have looked like a

mismatched pair of ballroom dancers.

"See?" he said. "There's nothing to it. It'll all be over before you know it."

Mother handed me a white robe and told me to go into the bathroom, to take

off everything but my panties. "Just put this on. It ties in the back. Now hurry up and

don't step all over it when you come out." The robe was worn at the seams and frayed

at the ends of the sleeves. I'd thought that this, at least, would be mine, that I'd get to

keep it afterwards and maybe make something out of it. Instead though, the robe was

a loaner, a tired hand-me-down.

I stood in front of the mirror for a while, trying to memorize my face. Donna

Mae always said that my eyebrows were too thick. My nose was covered with dark

freckles. I hoped that, if I had to lose anything at all, those would be the first to go. I

moved as slow as I could, took the time to fold my dress, panty hose and training bra.
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would be. I had to roll up the sleeves into heavy cuffs that hung limp at my wrists.

The hem tripped me when I walked.

My mother nearly cried when she came into the bathroom. "You're a little

angel," she kept telling me as she pinned the sleeves and hem. I shivered beneath the

thin layer of cotton. She picked tiny pieces of lint off the gown, straightened it out,

turned me around to make sure everything was just so. I was her little doll, all dressed

up for the occasion.

"I'll be out front, honey. Don't fret. You'll do great." She held my hand as I

walked up the five steps to the baptism tank. When I got to the top, she had to let go.

Her arm could only stretch so far.

On the opposite side was Randy Kibler. He had shaved and his cheeks and

chin were pale against the leathery tan that covered the top half of his face. His hair

was greasy and slicked back tight against his scalp. His hands looked darker against

the white of his gown. The creases of his knuckles were filled with red mud.

I could hear the congregation singing:

Are you washed in the blood,

In the soul cleansing blood of the Lamb?

Are your garments spotless? Are they white as snow?

Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?

"Randy's been waiting here for hours, Beverly," Preacher Beadenbaugh told

my mother. "I think he's really ready." He echoed my mother's last good luck before

he pointed her back to her seat beside my father. Up on my step above the water, I

concentrated on Randy in his gown, how it fit him better than mine fit me. It was

spotlessjust like the song. Mother clipped away in her heels and Preacher

Beadenbaugh waddled up the steps in his hip-waders. He scooted past me and eased

himself into the water.

He motioned to me that Randy was going to be the first to go. And it was fair,

I thought. He'd been waiting there the longest. Someone on the other side pulled
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of themwere out there, waiting to watch two more people join them.

Preacher Beadenbaugh held out a hand for Randy and he was in the water

before I knew it. Preacher Beadenbaugh held him in the same pose as he had done to

me and dipped Randy down. When he came up, Randy shouted out a water-filled,

"Hallelujah!" And someone in the audience responded "Amen, brother!" Randy stood

there, taking it all in. He gazed through the glass wall at his new brothers and sisters.

He cupped his hands and splashed water on his face, rubbed it in to his cheeks. He

brought the water to his lips, took a good long swig, then he gave the congregation

another wave before finally pulling himself out. His robe clung tight to his torso and

water dripped off the tips of his fingers. His hair hung in limp long bangs that framed

his face. The grease was gone. His hands looked cleaner. The ends of his fingernails

were white, and the mud had loosened itself from his knuckles. And when Randy

smiled at me, his teeth didn't look as rotten. The light that filtered in through the

stained glass windows made his gown look more yellow than white. I'd never

noticed his eyesthey looked like a pair of sapphires, bright and blue. He winked

again and it was my turn to go. I took a quick glance at my hands; they were as clean

as they were going to get.

I stepped down into the water, towards Preacher Beadenbaugh's open arms and

tried not to think of everyone looking at me. "Just like before," he said, placing my

hand over my mouth and nose, his hand over mine. His other hand rested against the

small of my back. He pulled his head down towards mine and told me to relax and

hold my breath. In all this time, I'd expected to hear something more religious. Just

as I started to take a breath, he dipped me in. My mouth and lungs filled instantly with

water. It went into my ears and muted the congregation's song, everything around me.

I kept my eyes open and was thankful there was no chlorine in the tank, but

disappointed that I couldn't see anything above me. I'm not sure what I'd expected.

A glowing light, maybe. A thick ray of yellow or gold.

There was nothing but water, cloudy and murky. I came up slashing and

gasping for air. I coughed and spat water onto myself, on to Preacher Beadenbaugh
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who laughed and praised Jesus that another sinner had come home. I slipped on the

tile, lost my footing and fumbled for something to grab hold of. The walls were slick

and gave me no support so I reached for the preacher, held tight onto the suspender of

his hip-waders. He held me up, straightened me out and turned me towards my exit,

where Randy waited for me, his hand outstretched.

After the curtain was pulled shut, Randy folded his hands across his belly and

shrugged. "No big woop," he said.

"Right. No big woop," I echoed, sticking my fingers in my ears, trying to get

the water out.

That was when I noticed that a thin layer of dirt had settled on parts of my

gown, like the grime that clings to the sides of a bathtub. I brushed at it, but it

wouldn't come off. The cloth that had minutes earlier been perfectly white was now

tinged grey. The dirt was thicker and darker in the seams. The hair on the very top of

my head was still dry. I must have bent my neck when he dunked me under. I was

soaked everywhere else but there. I wiped my hands on my face and felt the sticky

smudge of my mother's lipstick from when she had kissed me earlier. I rubbed at it

until it came off on my fingertips.

Randy put his hand on my back, eased me down the steps that led back into the

fellowship hall, telling me, at every step, to be careful. "I can do it," I told him. This

was the easy part.

Most of the congregation had lined up in the hail, ready to congratulate us.

They approached Randy and me open-armed, welcomed us into their church, not

caring that my baptism hadn't taken, that the water from our gowns seeped into their

Sunday best, or that I wore Randy's dirt, that I rubbed it into them each time they

hugged me.
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It'll Do You Some Good

Sometimes it seems to me nearly everything around here is either going to pot

or going away altogether. Now I know that's not the best thing to tell a newcomer,

but it's the truth. So many of us can see that Prosperity just isn't what it used to be.

Don't get me wrong, there are a few things that are still the same. The freight train

comes through every morning at five 'til nine, then back the other way at four fifteen.

Main Street's still where everyone does their shopping. And of course, it's where the

General and I have lived for ages. It's not near as peaceful as it once was, though,

especially since they widened the whole street, made it so that travelers can come

through here instead of taking the highway. It's scenic for everyone, I suppose.

People passing through get to see our little town and I get a good look at all those cars.

And you'd be surprised at all I can see from this porch. People do the strangest things

in their cars nowadaysdriving around eating their sandwiches or putting on their

makeup or talking on those little phones they carry around. Lots of them got their

radios turned up so loud everything in my china cabinet rattles like it's just going to all

fall apart when they drive by. Of course, people who live in town are naturally

inclined to stop by here once they finish their business. Yes sir, I hear the best stories

from themfresh from uptown! Thank heavens dropping in is something they all still

consider polite, just like the way we all wave to each other when we drive past, even if

you don't know who you're waving to. It's just what you do. There's another thing

about Prosperity that hasn't changed too much over time. I'll bet you can't do that

sort of thing in many other places these daysespecially youbeen living in the big

city so long I bet you plumb forgot all about all our crazy ways! Like you said,

everyone there is off in their own little worlds, shuffling around looking down at the

sidewalk, like they don't even know you're there. Terrible, terrible. I'm glad not to

have to see such things and I'm doubly glad you're not that way.
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People here are good peoplealways have beenand they intend to stay the

same. Of course, I can't speak for everyone, but it does seem to be the case for most

of us who've been around a while. You're looking for good country living, well, you

came to just the right place. Feels good to be in a small town again, don't it?

You're going to like it here, I can tell right off. It takes a good person to want

to move to a little ol' place like this when they lived in the city forhow long'd you

say? I'll bet you got a lot of stories about that place. I mean, I have a lot of stories

about Prosperity, plenty I could tell you. I can go on and on, too. Course, no one will

ever tell me that straight to my face. Well, the General will tell me that. Mrs.

Halfacre, he'll say, my but you do run off at the mouth! And he says it just like that,

laughing a little bit. I do hope you'll let me know if I start to bore you to tears.

You must remember, though, you need to hear this. It'll do you some good

just to know about some of the folks around here.

Take Virgil Beadenbaugh for instance. He's a good man, and Prosperity still

owes him quite a bit. He's done a lot for this little town. Brought in quite a bit of

religion and kept them big ol' chain stores from settling here. And do you know that

to this day, that man still wanders around, yelling in that spiritual way of his, mostly at

all the people who don't go to his church. It's easy for us to ignore him when we want

to; all you really have to do is walk right past him. Just be sure not to take one of

those religious tracts from him or he'll follow you around and if you don't read it he'll

recite it to you and he'll do his best to sign you on as a member of his little church.

That's just his way. It's like being in the city, you know, like passing by one of those

men out on the street downtown, the ones who're always trying to sell people

somethinghandmade puppets, cookies, trips abroad, you know how they sell all

those things on the street. Virgil's a lot like that, just one of those folks you see here

and there, but pretty easy to get by if you're not interested in what he's got to sell you.

And he's a salesman, airight. Through and through, just like the General used to be.

Let me back up a minute. You see, the Generalnow he's not really a

General, not even an admiral or sergeant, mind you, in fact, he never ever served in

anything but the merchant marines; he'll tell you he was in the Army, but the General
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is likely to tell you anything you want to hear. The General is just what we call him.

His real name's General Lee Halfacre. I took his last name, but lord almighty, I'm not

about to let anyone call me Mrs. General. And believe you me, they try. Mrs.

Halfacre will do just fine. And sometimes that's more than what I'm willing to go by.

It's hard enough to admit I married that sweet ol' fool of a man, even harder to admit

I'm still married to him!

Where was I? Oh, yes. The General was the real kind of salesman, so I

suppose that's not the right analogy or whatever you call it. But he was a darned good

salesman. Where Virgil sells the word of God, the General used to sell real things

encyclopedias, vacuums, kniveshe'd peddle near anything. That man could sell a

ketchup Popsicle to a woman in white gloves! That's what they all used to say about

him. Seems like he and Virgil know this town better than anyone else, what with all

the door to door business they've done. The two of them have been paired together

longer than rice and gravy. Why, the General just thinks that man's a pure saint,

through and through. Never said a mean word of him, not once. In fact, it's been the

General who's told me nearly everything I know about Virgil, so you'll forgive me if I

tend to get my facts confused. I'll bet between the two of them they've had a foot

inside every house here in Prosperity. They used to cross paths all the time. Virgil'd

be out on one of his calls and the General would end up right in the same placethat's

how they got to know each other so well. Sometimes they'd end up going on the same

route together and they'd wind up way in the country. The General would show off a

brand new Electrolux or whatever he was selling at the time, while Virgil went on

about the Lord. If one of 'em couldn't get invited in, the other would take to talking

and before long, they'd be in the door! Folks will turn down religion and they'll turn

down business, but they won't turn down both in the same day.

Ever since I can rememberand my memory stretches back pretty far

Virgil's been getting duded up in his next-to-Sunday-best every day but Sunday and

Wednesdaythose are church days, of courseand making his way around town. He

wears the same old suit on those days, a plain brown thing he probably got from the

thrift and variety store down in Chapin. If you get close enough to him you can smell
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how old it is. It's not hard to see that the shoulders of his suit jacket are covered in

dust and dandruff, too. Like I said, it's sometimes best not to get that close to him.

He does alternate his shirts, thankfullysometimes he'll wear a pale yellow one that's

stiff as a board, heavy with starch, one can only hope. It's just like any other shirt

you've seen a man wear after he starched it himself. Then there's the white shirts he

wears, which anyone will tell you always tend to give Virgil a more serious sort of

look. People tend to step further away from him on the days he wears those shirts.

Don't ask me why, it's just something I've noticed.

Come to think of it, people have been stepping further and further away from

him for a while now.

He's got a big voice, one that you can easily hear from blocks away.

Sometime, when you're inside Moore's Clothing and Discount or any of the stores

uptown, take a listen. I'll bet you'll be able to hear that man clear outside. It's the

kind of voice that can rattle a whole building. He used to sing baritone. But now that

he's older, it's not a clean, deep voice like you'd expect to hear. Now it's more

grumbly, gruff and worn from so many of his long-winded, overly-excited speeches.

Like the bark of a tired old hound who's doing his job but would much rather be sound

asleep under the porch. But oh, that man can holler.

You'll hear him soon enough, I'm sure. In about an hour or so he'll be letting

himself out of church and I imagine he and the General will be by here not too long

afterwards. They don't usually both come by here after services, but today they will.

Ain't no need to even bet on that one. I'm sure of that fact as I am you sitting right

here next to me.

Virgil's an old pastor. But I reckon you already gathered that by now, didn't

you? He used to be the head preacher down at the New Church of Prayer and

Fellowship. In fact, he's the one who founded that churchoh, I guess it was more

than thirty years agowhen so many folks started, as Virgil would say "falling from

the wayside," some of them not even going to church every Sunday. And then an

AME Zion church got built not too far from here and then the Unitarians moved in and

that was it for Virgil. He near had a fit! Just couldn't understand why folks couldn't
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stick with what they had. He said he didn't see any reason for bringing in all those

other religions. Virgil said he knew what was going on. He saw, more than anyone

else, I imagine, how folks were getting away from all that goodness. Virgil even said

the town itself could feel it. I guess that might be true as well. So Virgil came out

and got the General, told him his plans and right off the two of them went. You know

they built that whole thing with their bare hands? So up it went, a brand new church

that, Virgil said, was founded on all our old-fashioned beliefs, all the good things he

thought were being ignored. A real honest to goodness following of the Bible. Word

for word. He wanted to make sure we kept what was right around here and that there

was no way of losing it. Most everyone, except those AME's that is, thought it was a

grand planand they said it just like thatgrand! He had a good following for a

long, long time. Everybody went there. That is, everyone who cared about keeping

things as they should be. How long did it all last? Years, honey, years! Me and the

General went there and I was one of the last ones to leave, if that tells you anything.

The General just has a bigger tolerance for tradition, that sort of thing, you know.

Don't get me wrong, I'm an old-fashioned gal myself. And I'm not against preserving

old-fashioned ways, either, but sometimes we all just got to move ahead with things a

little bit.

But I guess eventually Virgil got to where he wasn't giving a good sermon any

more, and it was just too much for the congregation, and they demoted him down to

deacon. Now they'll tell you that they made the decision on account of the fact that

Virgil was getting old and they thought it best that he not have to do so muchthe

sermon preparation, being in charge of communion once a month, just having to brace

a body when he baptized someoneit all seemed like too much for a man of his age to

take on. And what they especially won't tell you to this day is that his sermons were

getting entirely too long, and too intense. He nearly frightened little Bobby Joe

Dominick to death one Sunday when he got to talking about fire and brimstone. It

wasn't so much what he saidwe were all pretty well adjusted to hearing about fire

and brimstoneit was how he said it. Was shouting at the top of his lungs that unless

we were all baptized by Virgil himself, we were all destined for hell, that we'd all be
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luck last week. Now most of us had already been baptized at least once already.

Then, he started sneaking in real wine in place of grape juice, which to my

understanding is what all churches normally use for the communion. He claimed it

was because we all needed to keep closer ties to the Bible, do our best to do just as

Jesus done. Just exactly as He done. Well, of course no one will tell Virgil that kind

of thing just ain't right. But even making him a deacon didn't do much of any good.

Virgil kept on just as though he was in the preacher's seat. He'd get to church long

before everyone else and stand there in front of the pulpit, ready to give his own

sermon. But of course, no one wanted to hear him, so folks'd just leave before he

even started. It didn't take long before the congregation just shrunk. Most of the folks

went on back to their old churches on account of that man. Even Toby Reinhardt, who

was supposed to take over for Virgil, just up and left. Got himself a real preaching job

up in North Carolina somewherewas so frustrated he nearly cut off all ties with

every one of us.

So now Virgil doesn't really have to worry about preparing a sermon and those

sorts of things, he's got quite a bit more time on his hands.

We see him out and about much more often. We see him down by the river,

sometimes, in that nice new park they built a few years back, standing up on a picnic

table, shouting out that he'll happily baptize the next person who comes along. Free

of charge, of course. He always throws that in there. I suppose that's the difference

between him and a salesman. Virgil never wants any money. He's happy enough to

oblige for free. We see him in the bank, though no one knows what business he keeps

there, and those stuffy little tellers certainly won't tell a soul. Confidentiality, they

always say. He never stands in line like the rest of us, just marches straight up to the

counter and breathes real loud through his nose 'til someone comes over and deals

with him.

He's older than my daddy's grave, but he's hell bent making everyone believe

his way is the only way.

Oh, my! I do hope you'll forgive my language!
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You said you bought that house on Pine Street? You know, Virgil lives over

near there, just about a block away from you. He lives all by himself in that old place

that's tucked away behind so many rotten old magnolias and overgrown boxwoods

and ivy no one would know there was a house back there unless they stopped right in

front of it and took the time to look. There's a sizable sitting room, and Virgil's hasn't

but one book in it. And I bet you can guess which one that is, can't you? Our old

maid Lula goes over there to clean from time to time. She says Virgil won't let her do

his laundry or wash his dishes or anything like that, but he'll let her dust and sweep

up, that sort of thing. She can scrub his toilet, but not his shower. And even though

that woman has an angel's touch in the kitchen, Virgil won't let her cook a thing for

him. I told her I don't really need her anymore, not since all the children are gone.

What I don't tell her, though, is that it just don't seem fitting for me to hire her out any

more. Lots of folks still use black maids and they say there ain't nothing wrong with

it. The maids need work, so we should give it to them. I think there's more to it than

that, though. Even so, the General calls on her from time to time to get her to help me

with odds and ends. I'd much rather just set her down and chat, though. She's such a

nice lady, and she knows so much! She told me Virgil's got an old chair, a big black

leather chair that is his alone and should he ever have a visitor, they know

immediately not to sit in his chair. Instead they take a seat directly across from him, in

one of the two old rockers he's got in there. Evidently, they creak up against the

hardwood floor 'til it sounds like you're going to fall straight through. Then there's a

little kitchen, just big enough for a man who lives alone. But all Virgil does in there is

make tea. And Lula says he's often quite inclined to put a little nip in it, even though

the man will slap a bottle of liquor right out of your hand if you so much as consider

its contents.

Don't you dare let on to the General I told you this. Why, he'd have a big ol'

hissy fit. As far as he's concerned, Virgil's as righteous as they come.

Virgil hasn't got any wife, that's why he gets Lula to do his cleaning. Ijust

know you'll get a kick out of this: There was a woman he claimed to be married to,

though only a few believe he actually was, several, several years ago. Virgil claimed
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Since that all happened way up in Pickens County, no one can actually prove any of it.

But here's what we know of his supposed bride: she had no father, just a mother who

brought her up with a handful of siblings in a little old place in the woods. Their

mother firmly believed children should be seen and not heard and so she kept them all

as quiet as mice, didn't let a one of them talknot in her presence, anyway.

Apparently they all communicated by pointing and writing things down as best they

could. Learned to copy letters from the Bible, I can only imagine. So by the time they

were mostly grown, the children had poorly developed voice boxes according to Dr.

Miller, and I do believe he's right on this one. Now the girl Virgil claims to have

married could hear everything just fine, but was mostly mute, could barely speak a

word. Anyway, after he brought her back here, he figured she'd start talking. But she

never did, even after two whole years, and since she couldn't ever eek out a hymn or

the blessing before breakfast, well, Virgil sent her back to Georgia.

I'll let you make of that what you will.

But they did have a son and when Rebecca went away, they decided it'd be

best that Hayworth stay here in town. Virgil took that boy to church every Sunday and

Wednesday, had him propped up on the pulpit right next to him until he was old

enough to sit down in the pews by himself.

And my, that boy is a mess, even to this day. He's grown now, of course, but

he's no better off than his father. Hasn't amounted to much because he's caught up in

all that crazy religion just like Virgil. Some folks'll tell you that's not the case, that

he's just plain afraid of Virgil. But who's to say? He does have a job, works down at

the mill loading textiles onto the trucks. It's nothing like what his daddy would want

him to do, and he keeps pretty quiet about it. He's a big ol' boy, much, much taller

than Virgil. His bangs can never be cut short enough; they hang down over his eyes

so you can never see what he's looking at exactly. He's got a sharp pointy chin, just

like his father, and thick ears like his father, too. Was a time several years back that

Virgil disowned himLord only knows what for. Claimed they weren't no more

related than me and the man on the moon. But even a stranger could tell that they are
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just by looking at the two of them. Hayworth changed his last name to Delacroix right

when he turned eighteen, right around the time he started going by Heck And from my

understanding, that came about because most of the things he heard from folks began

something like, "Heck, that car ain't gonna run no more," or "Heck, there ain't no way

your old man's gonna get away with that" or "Heck, you stole that?" But no one

knows why he chose Delacroix of all names. Like he'd ever be one to have money!

And he never did change it back after he and his daddy started getting along again. He

signs his name H. B. Delacroixthat's what Dwayne Landry tells me. Always writes

a check, every Saturday when he goes down to Buddy's on Main to get his groceries.

He lives south of town, out of the way of everybody, out of the way of Virgil, too, at

least that's what Lula believes. Still goes to that church, though. Shows up twice a

week with his daddy. That's the only time you see those two together. They get

duded up, Virgil always in his suit, Heck in a starched shirt and jeans, and they walk

down the sidewalk in the same way: Virgil on the left taking long quick strides, Heck

on his right, always having to shorten his strides to match his father'she's so tall.

He's not a bad looking fella; some of the ladies in town will tell you that. Be much

better looking if he got himself a good haircut. But no one seems to think he's much

of the marrying kind. It'd appear as though he's much more attached to his father than

anyone could ever imagine him being to a girl.

The church they go to isn't much to look at. It's out on the main highway; I'm

sure you've seen it. It's right there, up close to the road and you'd think someone

would take the time to paint it, give it a good going over. But no one ever does and so

the thing is an eyesore, the wood is gray and ugly and the paint is flaking off. There

isn't even a steeple. There's a little iron cross hung up over the door, and every time

he walks in the church, Virgil looks up at it and gives the thing a little nodthat's his

way, we suppose, of keeping in touch with the Lord. Some say it's purely for show,

that gesture of his, that it's meant more for us than the Lord and that it's his way of

telling each of us what we can do with our religion.

And do you know what they do inside there? They don't have an organ, or

even a place for a choir to stand up and sing even if there was a choir, and there's not.
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them to sing a hymn or two, they all stand uptogether, mind you, preacher

includedand they just start singing without any direction. That's the way it was

when I went there, anyway. Lord only knows what they do now. The congregation's

shrunk down to a tiny handfulVirgil and Heck includedonly other one I know for

sure still goes there is the General. You know, I can't think of any other soul from

Prosperity who goes there these days. Ijust realized that! The church used to be run

just like any other church, that is until Virgil got his hands on the preacher position.

Then all of that started to go away. We stopped having Sunday dinners in the meeting

hail, the nursery got done away with, the organ got moved out and stuck down in the

basement of Judge Keller's house where no one will ever go to use the thing. It was

like the whole church just started rotting away one day and no one had the gall to do

anything about it. So most of us just got out of there, went our own way.

Sometimes I wish Virgil would come and join one of our churches and leave

that old place of his alone. Then maybe me and the General could get back into going

to service together like we used to.

Anyway, when folks left, they left in droves, walking out of that church, away

from it forever like you'd see people walking away from a movie theatersome of

them talking it up, going over every little bit so as to keep it fresh in their minds. Then

there are the others, walking away more slowly, wishing they could go back in and ask

a quick question, try to reason through what just went on. But they know now that it's

all over. They know good and well that Virgil's just done gone plumb crazy and there

ain't no stopping him no more. They now it's better now to pack up and leave than to

sit around listening to that old coot go on and on any more. And you thought a church

like this couldn't ever change! But it's just this kind of thing that keeps this town

from staying the same old, if you know what I mean.

It's real sad, they say. But that's the way it's just going to have to be.

That man's got to learn.

The thing that gets me the most, I suppose, is that, no matter how small that

church grows, the General still stays a part of it. Tra-di-tion, he says. He's been going
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there since the whole thing got started up and he tells me every night that it's not so

much about what Virgil's got to say about anything. It's about principle. It's about

tradition. The General's about as stuck on tradition as most folks his age. You see,

the General's a good bit older than I am. He and a handful of older folks cling to

tradition, say I should hang on to it as well. And I suppose I shouldall these

children running around, taking over things, letting everything go to ruin.

Oh, but I do want the General to be happy! Lord knows that man's been

through a lot. And that's why when I left all that mayhem behind at Virgil's church, I

just let the General stay there. He said he wanted to stay, so I let him. It'd be a fool

shame of me to take that man away from the churchthat's where he does all his

socializing now that A&B Hardware shut down. When poor old Mr. Boykin up and

died, Mr. Abernathy said it just wouldn't be fitting for him to keep on and run that

business all by his lonesome. We all know he could do it, what with True Value

moving in all over the place, his little store hardly ever got business. But it's

principle. We all know that. Oh, how the General misses Mr. Boykin. Wouldn't

speak a word to a soul for days after the funeral. Just sat out on that rickety old lawn

chair of histhat one right next to you, in factand stared into space, that wrinkly

little face of his getting more and more puckered. He has been coming around lately,

though. Up to his old tricks and suchflirting with the ladies behind my back, telling

dirty jokeswhich is good. It makes me think he's feeling young again, worthwhile.

Now where was I? Seems I've been running on at the mouth all evening, don't

it? I do tend to get off track.

So the General keeps on going up to the church twice on Sundays and every

Wednesday night. In fact, he just left a little bit agoslicked back that fuzzy little bit

of white hair of his and buttoned up his shirt collar. Not too many folks will dress up

for Wednesday service, but the General believes in doing everything as it once was

done and he isn't about to go to church without buttoning his collar just because it's a

day of the week. He gave me this little peck on the cheek before he left. Clara, he

says, you stay just as pretty as you are and I'll be sure and come back to you. Ain't
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that the sweetest? He's such a kind man, such a good man. He's always treated me so

good.

I do worry about him, though. Hanging around that Virgil Beadenbaugh is no

good for anyone, especially the General. Those two are just bound for trouble,

everyone can see that. They ought to be separated, that's what everyone tells me. But

who am Ito keep the General from going to church if he wants? Who am I to keep

him away from Virgil? If you want to know the truthand I couldn't say this to just

anyone, mind youI'm a little afraid of Virgil. Well, not really afraid, but I'm not

about to stand in that man's way. Lucille did tell me the other night when she was

passing by to drop off some benne wafers she picked up when she was down in

Charleston that I shouldn't just sit idly by and let things happen. Lucille, I told her, it

just seems like the whole town can see something I can't. And that's the truth. Ijust

don't know what they expect is going to happen. But she swears up and down that

Virgil and the General are sitting up in that old church just a plotting away. They

don't like what's going on around here, she says. What with Heck just humoring

Virgil nowadays, going through the motions of supporting his daddy and so forth,

meanwhile that boy's out carousing around, hanging around that ding-danged Randy

Kibler, sipping hard liquor out behind Buddy's on Main. And he's got himself a black

lady friend! We all knew he was like that, but I sure as fire didn't know he was one to

go that way all the time. It's just a woman, I tell myself, she's no different than me, I

say, and what we all have to remember is it's a darned good thing Heck's got someone

to keep him from getting so lonely. But that sort of thing just doesn't go on around

here. Not right out in public, anyway. In Prosperity folks just don't mix in that way.

Now I'm not saying it's wrong and I'm sure the good Lord wants us to all love each

other as best we know how, but you must understand, it's just not the way things are

done here.

So anyway, I'm outdoors talking to Lucille and the General comes wandering

out; that man can smell a benne wafer from a mile away and he'd leap through fire just

to get to one. Well, I suppose he must have overheard Lucille telling me about the

black woman. And now that man is just livid! L-I-V-I-D. He got himself half a
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handful of her little cookies and went back inside and sat in that high-backed chair of

his, kept his hand on his chin all evening, just scratching at his stubble and thinking

away. And that was Monday evening, I believe, so now it wouldn't surprise me in the

least if he's down there talking to Virgil about all of this, right now, the two of them

trying to figure out what they're going to do about Heck. Ever since Lucille was over

here he's been moping around the house, sitting and thinking, thinking and sitting.

I've just taken to letting him be. Believe you me, it's the best way to handle that man!

You see, the General isn't much for black folks. Never has been. I pity him

for that. We're all God's children, I tell him. We should all be loved the same. And

then he tells me to mind my own business, not to let out that I take kindly to black

folkonly he doesn't call them that; I try not use such language. But married folk

will have their disagreements. We all do, don't we? So I do my best not to talk to the

General about it, not to get him all riled up.

He's got a weak heart as it is.

Each time something like this comes up, I try my best to keep it from the

General as long as I can just for that reason. When I learned that Abernathy and

Boykin were going out of business, for example, I held that secret in as long as I

possibly could. And when I learned about the Blue Laws getting changed so that

stores could be open on Sundays, do you think I let that newspaper article sit around

the house for long? Honey, I burned that thing first chance I could! These are the

things I have to do for the General. He doesn't know I do them, but I'm certain that he

appreciates it all the same. Even when they put up a big stink about taking the

Confederate flag down off of the state house, I certainly didn't stand in the General's

way when he took our stars and stripes down from the front porch and hung up that ol'

rebel flag in its place.

Now Ijust know you're asking yourself how I feel about these things. And if

you're not asking that right now, I know that you're about to. Quite honestly, I never

tend to concern myself with such things. I really don't. And you would think

someone with as big a mouth as mine would want to stand up and say I feel this or that

way about it all. But with all the things I've seenand I've seen quite plentynot
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with such things. Maybe that's it.

But as I said, the General is a little bit older than myself and he still cares. But

he always has. He's always gone out looking for something like this to light his fire.

Even back when he was working, he'd get together with a group of rascals near every

night and they'd go out scouting around for some sort of mess to get themselves into.

And he'd come back here so dirty and tired. And the smell! I could never clean it out

of his clothes. He stunk of smoke and filth andforgive me for saying this, but

sometimes he would just reek of excrement. Now there's a secret I thought I'd carry

with me to the grave, but it seems Ijust spilled the beans on that one. Now I shouldn't

say any more about that. And you must promise me that you won't go sharing this

with other folks. Oh, I know you don't hardly know anyone yet, but you will soon

enough. Like I said, I'm telling you this because I think someone like you needs to

know, but let's just keep it between you and me, airight? If others want to talk about

it, let them. Something just tells me you see things differently.

And besides, I don't know what the General was out there doing and I'm not

about to go jumping to conclusions. There were things he never wanted to tell me and

that's just fine. If he wants to keep his secrets, let him. Lucille's husband did the

same sorts of things and I just know he and the General and Virgil all ran around

carousing with the same crowd. But that was years ago and I already said I would

stop talking about that, didn't I?

My, I do tend to go on and on. Why don't you just stop me? I can tell already

that you don't want to hear about this sort of thing. Let me tell you some more about

Heck, silly little saint that he is.

Do you know that boy went out last week and bought a ring for his girl? Now

this I learned quite easily. We only have one jewelry store in townactually it's a

part of the department store, a little corner in the back of Moore's that's been rented

out to the jeweler for quite some time. But since the jeweler never gets much business

and hasn't anything better to do than run his fool mouth, word gets out quite easily

about who's getting what for Christmas or anniversaries and what not. All he has to
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do is tell one soul in Moore's and the rest of us know by dinner time. One year, the

General bought me this necklace with three stones, one for each of our children.

They're all grown and moved out west, just like so many young people are doing these

days. See? It's got an amethyst for Lacey, and two sapphires for Lee Jr. and

Raymond. Anyway, I knew exactly what this thing looked like before I even got to

see it myself. It wouldn't surprise me if by now Virgil knew about Heck and that

cheap little rock he bought his lady friend. Well, evidently it was big enough to get

her to say yes. So now Heck's going to have himself a bride here pretty soon. And

you know what that means. The wedding. Yes, sir, we're all pretty sure he's going to

want to get married in a church. I can't imagine Heck doing it any other way.

His daddy's either going to have to break all ties with the boy or preside over

the ceremoniesone or the other. That's the way I see it, anyway.

The thing that no one is really talking about though, is the fact that this lady

friend of Heck's is going to be the first black Delacroix in the county. Well, I can just

imagine what the Delacroixs must be saying. First their name got practically stolen by

Heck and now it's going to go to a colored lady. But that's fine by me. It really is.

It's everyone else I'm worried about. Ijust don't know. I don't know how that poor

woman is going to get on. I feel badly for her, I really do. And Heck, too! It'd be

nice of Heck to just take her on out of here, though I know he won't do that. I wish

there were some way you could talk him into moving into the city. I know it'd be

good for him. But he'd never leave his daddy. His daddy's all the family he's got and

vice versa. And besides, that woman's surely got some family of her own, though no

one seems to be talking about that, either. We don't even know her name! All we

know about her is this: she's colored, got herself ajob at the mill, just like Heck and

apparently she's about three months pregnant. Now if that doesn't put Virgil in a tizzy

I don't know what will. But these are just the things that I've heard. Who knows

what other things have gotten out.

I'm so worried about what the General is doing right now. He's been gone an

awfully long time. I imagine he's sitting in that dinky little church, draped over the

back of a pew just a-hollering. Or maybe it's Virgil doing the hollering. As I told you
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General's wore his voice pretty thin over the years but that doesn't mean he can't keep

his own. Ijust know he's going to come home tonight with a voice as weak as a

canary's. And that means I won't have to hear it all when he gets back. Good. Good

for me.

I imagine Heck would have gone to church tonight. Why wouldn't he? And I

imagine, too, that it's just the three of them sitting around in there, talking about God

only knows what. It scares me to death to think what the General might be saying to

them both or what condition he might come home in. Ijust know he's been carrying

this whole thing around like a sack of bricks for two whole days now and it's killing

him inside. The General won't hold it in. That man can't keep a secret any better than

me. I'm sure he'll tell me all about it tonight, if he wants tothe way Virgil's face

turned three shades of red when he heard the news but how he couldn't go off on Heck

right then and there on account of he was in the Lord's house and all. And maybe they

will have had a chance to talk about the ceremony, maybe Virgil will have decided to

marry those two on his own. I'll bet he's wondering who this woman is, just like the

rest of us are. I'll bet he's asking Heck all kinds of questions like where did she come

from and who's her family and where do they live and what does her daddy think of

all of this. I'll bet he's asking Heck why he held this a secret for so long.

I'll bet the General don't come home till late.

Poor Heck! I can almost hear them two just hollering at him. And for what?

Because the boy's in love? And I'll bet that ain't all they're doing, either. No, the

General would be back by now if they were going to just spend the evening sitting

around and hollering. They're out doing something else, I bet.

Maybe they're out carousing, just like old times.
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Unpianted: Chapter I

In the middle of her work, in the middle of her day, a fly interposes itself, leaps up and

circles her ear, taunting and teasing, moving quickly away, down to her gloved hands, then back

to her ear. She ignores it, shakes her head and tries to focus. But still the buzzing is there

stumbling and uncertain, loud and faint all at once. She passes a hand by her right ear and with

that, it is gone and she is left with little more than monotonous silence.

Until it returns.

Mattie swats, she swings. But there is no use. The fly just moves to her right. Frustrated,

she tears off her work glove and hits it just as it lands on the base of her neck. A quick little smile

of victory crosses her sullen face and she wipes the tiny carcass from her skin. She looks at the

blue black smear that runs across the base of her fingers, then wipes it on her pants. She steals a

quick glance of the landscape, makes sure no one has witnessed this, and, reassured of her own

isolation, places her hand back into the glove and returns to work.

After she straps the empty basket to her chest, Mattie clambers back up the ladder to

continue picking. She likes to get the tallest treessomething that provides a view beyond the

branches and leaves, beyond the fields, beyond the rows upon rows of apple trees, beyond the

rows upon rows of herself in the same tree. She's often reminded of the mirror housea place at

a carnival where her mother once took her. But that was long ago. She could stand and stare at

herself, staring at herself over and over again until even she could not recognize her own face.

She forgot then, just as she forgets now, where she began and where she met with who she has

become. The boundaries between self and world have mixed into an indiscernible haze. When

this life began, she has never been quite sure. Time has merged into itself and, for all Mattie

knows, there has been no past, will be no future. It is now up to the seasons to dictate her

existencea haphazard combination of picking, planting, moving. Picking. Planting. Moving.

She works with speed and precision, grasping each apple deep in her palm, pulling it by

its underside, twisting it away from the branch with a certain confidence. Careful, always careful,

not to remove the stem. Her eyes scan the branches, moving ahead of her hands, choosing which
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basket with such care, such delicacy, that any onlooker, should one choose to watch her work,

could rest assured that Mattie inflicts no bruises or blemishes on the fruit. Picking is, after all,

what she knows. This, at least, she can control.

The day wears itself out as Mattie moves through the rows of apple trees, through the

twisted shadows that crisscross the orchard floor. She works towards the edge of the orchard in a

steady series of movements: climbing ladders, working her way from the top of the trees down,

balancing the basket on her chest and stomach, trying to ig1ore the ache that moves across her

back as the basket grows heavier, walking awkwardly through the maze of trees to the large

wooden crate, emptying her basket. She tries not to count how many times she repeats this, tries

hard to allow her mind to drift far away. But each apple she places in the basket is a tick on a

clock. A mark on a calendar. A month. A year. A child. A new state. A new place. The same

life.

But it doesn't matter, she thinks. It makes no difference who you are or what you look like,

as long as you're working, as long as you do what they want. And what they want is this fruit,

this that she places in her basket, this that she carries across the orchard. They've no idea where

it comes from, just that it comes. They've no idea who's in this tree, who climbs this ladder.

Just to have what they have, to have houses and yards. Beds and kitchens. Plates of vegetables at

the dinner table. And to have it all again.

In one faint, uneventful gesture, the sun collapses just beyond the orchard's edge, a glowing

oval that fails to pierce the dense blanket over it. It falls into the deep gray edge of the sky. The

trees lose their color and everything in the orchard takes on a lifeless hue. When it finally

becomes so dark they can no longer see to work, the pickers, callused and sore, ease themselves

down ladders and weave their way through the rows of trees. Like magnets, they are drawn

forward, out of the orchard and into the end of the day. Though they move together, though they

may think the same thoughts, feel the same ache creep into their muscles, they say nothing. It is

enough that they move together. They are an army, marching in uniforms of worn jeans and

flannel, faces stern, arms heavy. They are Mexicans, mostly, and their silent chatter rises and

lowers. There was a time when Mattie could make out what they were saying. She'd never join
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sounds. Occasionally, they break into brief conversations, their voices blending together in a

sound like the low collective drone of bees. Mattie falls back from the crowd, follows a few

paces behind a short, broad man. His shoulders are hunched and his once-white T-shirt puffs up a

little, caught in the evening breeze.

The crowd of workers gathers around three wooden bins. They loosen the canvas straps,

pull the heavy baskets from their chests and, as if breathing their final breaths, heave sighs of

unripe fruit into the bins. A man in a white shirt and khaki pants watches with a careful eye and

makes marks on his clipboard. Bushels of apples spill into the bins, tumbling against each other

and landing in a succession of dull thumps. Canvas picking bags fall in a pile beside the wooden

bin. There, another man with a clipboard makes his marks.

Mattie lays down her bag, places it at the feet of one of the men. His shoes look new,

unmarred. His khakis and shirt are wrinkled but clean and his hair lies flat against his head. The

foreman's small, dark eyes do not meet Mattie's instead they shift back and forth, scanning the

names on his clipboard. Mattie repeats her last name and he locates it, marks a check next to it.

She has followed this routine for five days straightlaid down her basket, noticed his shoes, his

clothes and then watched as his eyes move past her, towards the next person in line.

Dragging their limbs like sacks of flour, the pickers move towards the places they know,

for now anyway, as home. Aching fingers dig into aching muscles and another sixteen hours of

work is yawned and stretched away. The pickers' feet slosh through the mud. Bitter expressions

of satisfaction trace the edges of their mouths. They follow each other's short, faint shadows

back to their lodgingsan obscure gathering of faded yellow immobile school busses that stand

at the edge of the orchard. Their tires have been removed and their rusted brake work balances on

cinderblocks, their windows are darkened with dust. As if in an effort to leave all of this far

behind, the busses point away from the orchard. This, for the time being, is home, a faux

neighborhood, two rows of identical dwellings parked in a soggy field. They are crudely

improvised homes, a tiny village created by the orchard's owner, something put here to serve

those who pass through, those lucky enough to beat others to the camp, lucky enough not to have

to seek out a campsite. Wooden planks nailed together serve as makeshift porches. This is

where those who are too young or too ill to work sit, waiting for the pickers to return to work, for
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their families to come together to mark the end of a day. A woman sits on the steps of her

dwelling, her legs spread wide apart. She wears a flowered shirt that is stretched tight against her.

Her belly is round and full and she holds it, palms pressed flat, fingers spread wide as though

she's holding it up, balancing her own burden. Mattie unconsciously brings her hand up to her

own belly. It remains there for a moment, then falls back into place and her arm returns to the

same limp swing, moves back to the rhythm of her walk home.

A group of children, restless from waiting for their parents' return from the fields, scurries

about in front of the busses. They taunt each other with handfuls of water they have stolen from

the spigots that are centered within the rows of busses. To Mattie, it could be a sprinkler in

someone's front yard, soaking the grass unnecessarily. The children could be in their bathing

suits. There could be picket fences; instead there is merely shelter. There is hardly home.

The group is dominated by one boy who looks much older than the other children. He is

tall and lean and his laugh rises above the cries of the younger kids. He has found a bucket

somewhere and he fills it at the spigot, spins around in circles, flinging water, not watching or

caring whose face gets doused. He pays no attention to those who are smaller than he, to those

who are now running, trying to escape his antics. A little girl, who must be no older than eight

Mattie's girl's ageslips and falls backward into the mud, sits still and buries her face in her

hands. She is trying not to show her tears, trying not to show that she is not up for this sort of

play.

A crowd begins to grow around the girl. First it is a mass of children whose cries and

laughs are indiscernible from one another. They let out what sounds like a collective chuckle, but

as Mattie moves closer, she sees no smiles on their faces. The older boys hold their fists in the air

and pound each other's backs. Girls tuck their heads behind their brothers, guarding themselves

from whatever has just happened. One man breaks into the circle, pushes past the children. Then

another.

The bus where Mattie and her family have slept for the past four nights is just a few feet

away, but she is drawn towards the circle. A dark haired boy, no more than twelve, breaks away

from the group and shouts, "She's not breathing!" His accent is thick and at first Mattie cannot

understand what he has said. But his words are repeated by the others. She is not breathing, they

say to one another. Someone, please help her.
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Mattie stands in the midst of the crowd now, their bodies tightening against one another so

much that Mattie can smell each of them, the cheap shampoo from this morning now masked with

sweat. She grows unsteady against the push and pull of their dark arms and flannel shirts, trying

to get a better look at the girl who cannot breathe. It is hard to stand and Mattie has to elbow her

way through the shift and sway of the crowd. She forgets how tired she is, forgets where she was

going or why. She falls forward and her face becomes pressed into the thick wiry hair of a

woman in front of her. A few strands get caught in Mattie's mouth. She pulls back, now leaning

into the chest of a squat Mexican man behind her. He grunts and pushes her forward again.

Mattie spits the hairs out and makes her move forward, edging her body around shoulders and

elbows.

There, in the midst of this crowd of workers, in the center of the Spanish shouts and

English cries, lies a young girl, limp and helpless in the mud. Her brown hair streams all around

her face which, by now, has begun to turn blue. Like many of the other children, she is shoeless,

and wears only her underwear. Amy stands over the girl, watching as a man pries open her

mouth.

"I didn't do nothin', Mama. We were all just playin' and she fell down." She clings to

Mattie's arm, digging her small fingers in as tight as she can. She is crying, and she lets her tears

stream down her face. Her nose drips and she wipes it with her tongue. Mattie brushes her

child's face clean without taking her eyes off the other girl. The man is working more quickly

now, sweeping his finger through her mouth. He sets her up, draws a flat palm into her back. A

bit of candy flies out and lands at the girl's feet. Her coughs turn to tears, then laughter and as

she reaches down for her candy, the crowd breaks apart. The men laugh off a near misfortune

and the women tisk and say things like, "They never learn" and, "Someone needs to watch those

kids more."

Mattie takes Amy's shoulders and leads her away. "Let's go home," she tells her girl, but

immediately hates what she has said. She follows close behind Amy, placing her feet in the tiny

footprints of her daughter. "She a friend of yours?"

"Her name's Maria." Amy pulls the neck of her shirt up to her face and blows her nose.

"Can I stay out for a while?"
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"Those boys mess with you?"

"No, Mama."

"Be honest."

"No, Mama. Nobody messed with me. Maria's the only one ever even talks to me. Most

all the kids here know each other. I don't know none of them."

Mattie hates to see a child, especially her child, so lonely. There's no way she can make

Amy understand how very much alike the two of them are, how much Mattie is like her mother

and Amy is like hers. It's better, though, that Amy not know anyone. Better that she not have to

part ways all the time. Better to not say goodbye.

Except for a few stragglers, the courtyard has cleared. The lights from inside the busses

have come on and cast a stale yellow light on the dark ground.

"Just for a bit," Mattie tells her before she forces herself up the wooden steps into the bus

and pushes open the door, ignoring its low moan as it fights against her hand. As though the bus

were something he could drive away, Dustin sits behind the wheel, in the same place Mattie's

found him for the past four days, jerking it back and forth. At the sight of his mother, he raises

his little hands high in the air and squeals, "I'm drivin', Momma!"

"Where you taking us, boy?" It is hard to humor the child, hard to humor herself at such a

sight.

"Orchard!" He's learned the cycle, learned to shout out the destination of the only place he

knows. He puts his lips together, puffs out his cheeks, forces out the sputter of an old engine.

His blonde hair falls over his forehead, covers his bright eyes.

Mattie touches his head, pushes back his hair. It is getting darker and thicker. Not so long

ago, it was fine and light and beautiful. "Yeah, well, get down from there, your daddy'll be home

soon."

Mattie drops her empty lunch sack on a stack of wooden crates that serve as a table. In the

five days they have been here, it has become a catch-all, a place for everyone to lay aside their

things. The top is cluttered with overused lunch sacks, empty cans, a mess of withered apple

branches and small volcanic rocks Amy and Dustin have brought in and left here with the full

intention of doing something with them. They are the souvenirs of yet another trip, odds and ends
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that seemed at once wholly foreign and sacred. Though the odd assortment has grown over the

past few days, Mattie has said nothing as the outdoors has been brought in.

Beneath all of this, somewhere, lies Mattie's Bible. She shifts the children's pile a little,

pushes aside a pile of granite and red scoria and checks to make sure the small black book with

the worn leather cover is still there. The branches have started to pile up in a tangled disarray; it

is hard to discern exactly what lies beneath. It seems, for an instant, that there is in fact, nothing

there, nothing but the strange offerings of her children. A red shiver moves over Mattie's face. A

piece of granite falls and strikes the floor with a metallic thud. And there it is. The Bible is there,

just as it has been every day. She picks it up, thumbs through the red-edged pages, reads the

inscription on the inside of the cover, presses her fingers against the ink. When it was new, she

could feel the indentation the pen had made, the way her mother had written with a careful, heavy

hand, "To Mattie, I hope this book gives you all the answers you need. Love, Mama."

She wonders, as she did when she first received it, what the answers were. It is hard

enough, even now, to sort out the questions, to see before her all that needs to be answered. Back

then, when the Bible was new, the world held the possibility of questions, the promise of answers.

Then two days after Mattie's mother gave her the book, she disappeared. And the brand new

Bible with the shiny leather cover held no answers. Not then, not now.

After a while, Mattie pieced together the answers as best she could, filled in the gaps of

uncertainty and made her own story. Years ago, without making it known to anyone, her mother

had decided when she would receive her last beating. Gloria never let on that one day Rodney

might strike her hard enough to send her far away. When that blow did come, she left Mattie

alone with Rodney, alone to fend for herself. To defend when she could. There was never a note

or letter. For weeks Mattie had looked, searched every place she could think of, trying to find a

piece of a goodbye.

Mattie has always imagined her mother far away. Healed and happy. She has hated her,

has wanted to be her. She was left to be Rodney's only target. There was no change in her father

after her mother left. He never appeared saddened or lonely. He never spoke about her, never

audibly questioned her absence, never changed his ways. He could bring up his hand and let it

fall against Mattie without warning. Until she met Joe, Mattie knew nothing else, better or

worse.
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Her house had echoed with her parent's constant arguing and she failed to understand why

it was they had stayed together so long. Once, Mattie's mother came into her room crying. She

sat on the bed, close to Mattie, silent at first, watching Mattie, whispering to her, every now and

then. But Mattie couldn't understand what her mother was paying, wasn't sure why she had come

in her room. She'd been lying on her bed, trying to force her way through her science homework,

trying to get past the idea that studying biology would never get her anywhere, would never

benefit her in any way. Gloria drew the tip of her index finger over a rose on Mattie's faded

bedspread. Her eyes were swollen and red and her hair, usually teased proud and high, now

drooped and dangled and she pushed it away from her face, looked to Mattie and forced a smile.

Mattie couldn't stand it. The way her mother's lips quivered, rose above her teeth and reveal a bit

of lipstick or food. She hated the way Gloria's face paused, held itself still for a minute, just

before she spoke.

And then it came. Gloria whispered to her. "He's terrible, Mattie. I can't do this any

more. I tried as long as I could. I tried for you, Mattie. But I can't no more. Not with him. Not

no more." Mattie remembered every word her mother had said that night. She remembered the

way her mother had referred to her fathernot as Rodney, not as Daddy, but simply as a cold and

undesired he. And coming home every night was, to Mattie, a chore. Her father did little more

than glare at her. All she knew about him was the fact that when his fist collided with her, be it

her jaw or her eye, it made her feel like everything in her world could crumble without warning.

Most of all, though, Mattie remembered her mother saying, "I want to be free." She held her

mother close and told her again and again that it would be okay, everything would be alright.

Gloria lay her head on Mattie's shoulderit was lighter than Mattie had expectedand for only

a minute, she shook in Mattie's arms. Mattie watched out the window, through the thin pink

curtains into a yard where grass never grew. Gloria righted herself, dabbed at the corners of her

eyes with the edge of her little finger, thanked Mattie and walked out of her room.

Two days later, there was the gift of a Bible Mattie found tucked under the edge of her

pillow in the evening. She had come home to a quiet house. Her father wasn't in his recliner, as

he usually was when she got home from work. Her mother wasn't in her bedroom, wasn't out on

the patio. And when she lay on her bed to savor the moment, when she felt the cold leather

bound book beneath her pillow, when she opened it and read the inscription in her mother's
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unstable script, it came to Mattie that she wasn't the only reason Gloria had stayed. Nor was she

the reason she had left. She was, like anything else, a part of the way things were.

Mattie pushes aside the dry branches and cold, porous red stones. She lays down her

Bible, face up, the edges pushed carefully away from the edge of the table. She walks heavy

footed, carries herself over the short walk to the rear of the bus, shrinks into one of the two ragged

mattresses that lie limp on the floor. It takes just one final surge of energy to swat a fly, to allow

her arm to fall over her face, to blind herself to her surroundings. Her arm is heavy and warm and

it pushes against her forehead; the weight of it meets with the ache in her head. Then there is

silence, inside the bus, at least. She can still hear the distant rumbling ofa farm truck, bumping

along the orchard's roads. She can still hear the muted ramblings of the other workers, the highs

and lows of their after-work chatter, gatherings of acquaintances, greetings of strangers. Dustin

has gone out to find his sister. Joe is still outside, likely talking to the other pickers, laughing with

the other men before they disappear into their respective busses or off to their campsites for the

night. Before they sit down to dinner with their families. Before their day ends and their night

begins.

Blackness envelops Mattie's world, takes over. Her arm presses against her eyelids and she

can see nothing but black and the occasional tingling of white light that comes from a place

unknown. The stench of apples that has stuck to her blue jeans and the flannel shirt Joe no longer

wears enters her against her will, violates her senses. She tries to breathe through her mouth, to

ignore the stench of fruit. The voices outside the bus die down. Mattie drifts far away. Sleep

falls between her and the world.

Before her dreams have a chance to begin, the mattress shakes. A spring, already loosened

from its hold within the mattress, tears through the faded orange striped cover, through the flesh

of her ankle. Mattie shoots up, glances around. She blinks away her blindness and there is Joe,

hovering above, a yellow grin staring down at her. There is Joe, short but thick, tanned and

unshaven. There is Joe, same as always. His T-shirt clings tight to his wide chest and his gut and

his arms hang at his side like two lean slabs of beef. He pulls off his hat, tosses it to the floor,

runs a hand through his greasy brown curls as he talks. His boots toe up against the side of the

mattress and he kicks them a little, shuffles in a slow, stiff rhythm.
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"Foreman says tomorrow'll be the last of it. Grove's damn near swept clean." He is so

excited by it all that he forgets to say hello to his wife, greet her after they have both been out

working the same orchard, distanced by rows of trees. It is amazing, he always tells her, how

quickly a harvest can take place, how so suddenly trees once so rich with life can be striped bare,

how it can all be picked, put away so quickly that it hardly seems it was ever there. That it hardly

seems the trees ever produced anything at all.

Mattie rubs the sleep from her eyes, tries to make sense of what he's just said. "But we just

got here no more then four days ago, Joe." Regardless, there is little value in being here at all.

There is the bus, more spacious than living out of the car. There is running water, and electricity

pulled in on one precarious wire, just enough to plug in a thing or two. There are warm meals

and sometimes quiet nights. There is no tent, no overcrowded campsite.

"Ain't it something? They hired a couple extra workers this year," he says His round face

stretches, beams with the excitement of it all. That it could all happen so quickly. That these

workers could form together, come from damn near anywhere and, in one collective effort, get

the job done so soon. Joe loves the job. This is what he always says. Since the first time they

worked an orchard, he has told Mattie how he loves the process of it all. Never mind the pay,

never mind the fact that there will soon be the question of where they will go next. Never mind

that tomorrow night will be spent at a campsite, if they are lucky, in the car if they are not.

Beyond this job, there is freedom. Beyond this, there is possibility. Joe fills himself with the

thrill of not knowing, thrives on possibility. Time and again, he has refilled Mattie with this same

thrill. Time and again he has told her how lucky they really are, how great this all is. "They

practically cleaned the place out before we could even get comfortable."

Mattie leans over, inspects her ankle. The spring has torn an inch long gash in her leg. It's

nothing serious, doesn't really hurt. She licks her fingers and reaches down to wipe the blood

away. "Kinda hard to even try that." But she knows there is no need to debate. It is better to

follow through. To work towards the next plan, next place. To engage in the spontaneous

monotony of it all, the practicality of it all. She glances around the bus, estimates how long it will

take to pack everything up. Shouldn't be too long, she thinks. They've barely brought anything

in to this placea couple grocery sacks full of clothes, a camp stove, a few groceries, blankets

not much at all. They hadn't expected to stay much more than a week and the car was parked in a
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pretty safe place, next to the foreman's office. Time spent unpacking the car is time wasted.

Hours in the field mean money.

"So what next?" she asks, though the question isn't directed at Joe. "If this orchard's

finished, where do we go? Season's near over." But she knows what will come next. There will

be a drive, most likely east. There will be another orchard, maybe two. They will find winter

work. They will continue the cycle.

Joe puts a hand on his left knee, steadies himself as he bends down to sit on the mattress

beside her, muffles a pained groan. He fidgets with the broken spring, working it with the tip of

his roughened forefinger, trying to tuck it neatly beneath the worn canvas cover. "I ain't quite

sure. A couple of guys told me there might be some work east of here. Might be more apples,

maybe a little pear farm or two. I just figured we'd head out that way and see what we see.

Probably ain't gonna be no place as good as this. These busses are kind of nice."

She cannot agree with him. She has known nicer places, has lived better than this. She

stares Joe down. His hands hang at his sides, unclenched. Even so, Mattie knows their power, has

witnessed their force, the way they can move through walls, fall hard against doors or pounded

tabletops hard enough to make silverware leap, to cause glasses to topple and spill across the

table. Joe's has never struck her, but still Mattie feels their force, fears what they might do to her.

She remembers her father's fists, remembers a lifetime, across the country, across several years,

and in moments such as these, relives the blows she once received. Memories of her life before

this trespass into the present.

Mattie pushes herself away. She backs against the wall, stoops low, brings her legs close

to her, tucks her head down. She pulls in against herself and can feel her muscles tightening,

straining to stretch in to the positions she has forced them. She's learned to hide her face, protect

the parts of her that can be seen. She covers herself, turns and moves her back towards Rodney.

At once, she peers out, catches a glimpse of her fatherhis belt buckle still fastened, his giant

hands madly gesturing. She sees the toe of his boot, the worn stretch of leather, a once shining

black now scuffed to a dull and softened gray. Rodney's boots end in sharp points that raise

themselves just above the ground and though she's now turned fully away from him, Mattie

concentrates on the space that exists between the tip of his soles and the hardwood floor, the part
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that aims to connect with something solid, but instead points helplessly upward. She wants to be

small, to fit within that space, to hide beneath the sole of a boot.

She's been here before, witnessed this madness, felt it slap against her flesh, her face.

She's warranted it, brought it all on with her own carelessness, her desires to be anything but

studious, anything but obedient, anywhere but here. These are the things she is told. It could

end, Rodney tells her, if she'd just comply, do what he wants her to do. Mattie tries to

understand, and for years has tried to do as he told her, tried to obey, conform to the rigid rules of

her father. Nothing works. She cannot please.

She locks herself up. The fist is coming. His blows are slow, hit hard. The impact moves

with a force that dives from flesh to bone, rips into her. Markings harbor themselves under her

skin, make her scream when caressed, cringe when brushed up against. By nineteen, Mattie has

learned this pose well, learned not to strike back, not to wince or shudder or welcome or wonder

but to merely accept. She takes the strikes as they come. Takes them whole. Takes them raw.

Tucked tight. Head down. Stiffened. Quiet.

Rodney is yelling at her, his words indiscernible. His mouth sounds full, each word that

he uttered is spat out. Something he can't hold on to, like the chewed bits of meat that spew from

his mouth as he crams more inside.

Mattie knows better than to respond. To speak is to invite more. She huddles against the

wall, clinging tight to herself. Rodney brings his hand down again, full of knuckles, just below

her shoulder blade. Mattie can't get her breath. She chokes. Gasps. She wants to push away

from the wall, move to the center of the room where there is air. But Rodney stands between her

and her next breath, hovers over her, his presence suffocating. Mattie could lie there, huddled in

her own disarray or she could maneuver, try to get a mouthful of air. She is cut off from her own

decision. Her arms are pinned against the floor, flesh pinched beneath her father's fingertips.

She twists her head to the side, tries to evade the open mouth that is coming for hers. His tongue

is warm and it smears itself against the skin of her face until it finds and forces its way into her

mouth, swims around like a bloated fish through the tight recesses of unforgiving coral. Her arms

shift, come together behind her head and Rodney's free hand slips down to his zipper. He frees

himself and plants it in her, driving against dryness as Mattie kicks at his back, tries to free
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across the floor. She can breathe. She can be alone.

Mattie tells herself that Rodney is ten years in her past, has no idea where she is, hasn't

known since that day she and Joe left. And now, here in this bus, this life, Mattie fights to

remove herself from the consequences she once faced. It is all here. All pressing down on her.

The filthy mattress. The bus. The orchard. The kids.

"We're living in a bus, Joe! A goddamn bus!" she cries. "This ain't no home. No life.

This Look at us! What kind of life is this?" In an instant, it has come to this. She can hold

back no longer. The words come in bursts and she allows them to shoot out of her mouth in bits,

unaware of what she is saying, unaware that everything she has been holding inside for so long is

falling from her, dropping almost, in hard, heavy pieces.

"Mattie!" Joe shouts. There is uncertainty, fear in his voice, an unknowing waver he tries to

disguise. "What's the matter with you?"

"No, Joe. I can't -" The words die. She's no idea what to say, how to articulate those

things she's said time and again, how to make herself heard, understood. Already she's sorry for

her outburst. Sorry she said any of this. Sorry she cannot prevent the lines from this life and the

old one from crossing. She is sorry for what she cannot control.

"It's not always going to be like this, Mat," Joe whispers close to her. He carries his beliefs

with him as one carries the word of God, confident in what he says, though Mattie believes he's

never completely certain of what he means. They were formed, once, as a promise, a vow.

"Remember that little house we had for a while? We were more cramped living in there than we

are here. God, Mattie, remember how much it cost us? We can't go back to that."

But that, back then, was good. Things felt normal. Were normal. There was, Mattie

remembers, a little wood-framed house. A gray-slatted thing that looked like it might flake away

at any minute, just blow away with the breeze. They'd found it not long after leaving, just the

two of them. Drove so far so fast they forgot where they were going. They'd promised each

other nothing but the west. Nearly three weeks of driving, of following an awkward path of

highways and freeways, frontage roads and side streets brought them there. Save for an old

possum, the house was abandoned and looked as though it had been for ages. And just as hastily

as they'd decided to take that trip, they made the place home. Knocked down the cobwebs,



washed years of dust and grime off the window panes and suddenly it was theirs. Joe'd called it

luck, the way they'd driven right to it, the way no one said a word when they moved in, the way

they made it, suddenly, theirs.

They'd edged their way through a dried mass of thick blackberry bushes that clung to their

shirts and jeans, made little tears in their hands and arms. Joe led the way, one hand ahead of

him, pushing wisps of vines and bramble out of his way, the other hand holding Mattie's, guiding

her, sometimes pulling her, through the brush.

At the doorway, Joe lifted Mattie, carried her over the broken threshold into their

makeshift honeymoon suite. The carpet was ripped and gnawed hard by rats and the toe of Joe's

boot got caught when they entered. Mattie clung tight to Joe's arms, pressed her face against his

shoulder until he regained his balance and put her down, gently, in their first place. They could

have anything they wantedthe spontaneity of leaving everything behind, of finding new places.

Patching and mending. Building from scratch. Settling, if only temporarily.

Joe reaches out, takes her in his arms. His apple scented paws brush away the streaming

tears, stroke Mattie's. Mattie shies away as his rough, calloused palm gently grazes her cheek. "I

thought this was what you wanted to do. Travel around, see the country. That's what you said,

wasn't it? You were the one who wanted to leave and I brought you here. Now you're saying

you don't like it? You don't want to travel no more? I don't know, Mat. I don't know what

you want. We can't go back to living like we were. Making payments on everything we had.

Never able to afford to do nothing." Joe's voice rises so that he's nearly shouting now. "Never

could go anywhere. Remember that, Mat? Remember how miserable we were? Is that what you

want again? Debts and taxes and all that crap? You can have that life. I'm through with it." He

looks up across the room at Amy and Dustin, their hands stuffed into their pockets. "You gotta

think about the kids, too. Them schools never did us no good. How you think it'd be for them?

Same old thing. Maybe even worse. No. This way's better. I'm sure of it. We all get to see the

country. Go where we want, do what we want. We ain't tied down." But it's hard to tell what

he's saying. Joe's words have all become a blurred mess of hopefulness, of moving on and

making things better. The dream, it seems, has been misplacedor maybe it's just been so

skewed and twisted that it's no longer recognizable. The words are just words. Well practiced.



Mattie nods, forcing herself to agree. Her sobs stifle her plea. "I'm sorry. I didn't mean it,"

she repeats as Joe rocks her back and forth in his arms. She would rather give anything to be able

to sort through it all, to manage the memories, to simply deal with things as they come. What is

thisthis strange sensation, this crossing of lives?

"Shhhh," he whispers. "Shhhh. Now calm down. After you get something to eat, you'll

feel better. The foreman let me bring home some apples. How about frying some up like you do

so we can have them with our beans tonight?"

Automatically, Mattie pulls herself up from the mattress and wipes her face with her sleeve.

Her body is heavy. Everything is heavy. Even so, she moves away from Joe. She hadn't noticed

when the kids had returned, but now there they are, huddled together, each hanging on to the

useless steering wheel with one hand, pretending not to watch their parents.

Amy bends over and whispers something to her brother. His face lightens and he lets out a

short little laugh. His body always shakes when he laughs and he lurches as though he's just been

tickled. Dustin plops down, wraps his arms around himself, hands pressed against his ribs. His

mouth hangs open, but no sound comes out. He sits there, shaking until Amy catches on and falls

next to him in a fit of laughter. It'd be good to know what Amy said, what little bit of fun she

brought in tonight, but no matter. Mattie is content to watch them both struggle to contain

themselves. When the children see that Mattie and Joe have stopped their arguing to look at

them, they try to stifle their laughter. Dustin draws a straight line across his face with his finger.

His eyes and mouth go still and stiff and for an instant, he is his father and mother, rigid and

serious. But Amy cannot stand it and the giggling starts all over again.

"All right, you two, come on over here while your Mom cooks dinner." Joe pulls a small

notebook from his back pocket. "Come here and let me show you what I've got figured out for

us." The book is Joe's plan, a worn collection of lists and hand-drawn maps of the country. Each

night, about this time, he takes out his book, studies the maps and plans he drew the night before,

takes out a pencil, its yellow paint chipped and chewed hard, the eraser worn to a nub. "Amy, tell

your old man what state we're in right now."

"Urn. Washington?"

"And what's the capital of Washington?"

"Olympia?"



"Good. That's my girl." This is the evening game, Joe asking questions, leading Amy and

Dustin in a geography quiz. Dustin settles in between Joe's legs, his elbows propped on his

father's knees. He watches Mattie move at the other end of the bus and only occasionally leans

his head back against his father's chest and cranes his neck to get a look at Joe from the chin up.

Amy takes her place behind Joe, digs her thin fingers into Joe's taught shoulders.

"That's the stuff, Amy. Right in the sore spot. Now tell me, where do apples come from?"

"Washington!"

"And potatoes?"

"Idaho!" Amy places her hands flat on Joes shoulders and props her chin on top of his

head. "Pop? Where we gonna go next?"

"Now the way I been thinking, Amycourse, we'll have to get this one past your Mom

but I been thinking we should head east of here. Maybe see what kind of livin' they can show us

out in Idaho."

"We gotta move again?"

"We ain't so much moving as discovering. Going anywhere the good Lord'll let us. Ain't

no tellin' where we'll end up next. And that's just the way we like it. Right, Mat? You kids've

already seen more than most people see in their lives."

Dustin puts his hand around the end of Joe's pencil and together they sketch out a crude

little map of the northwestbrick-shaped Washington tucked up against Idaho and Oregon.

"Now look. We're here, right?" He taps the lead against the paper, forming a tiny gray dot

to mark where they are. "Well maybe we'll just start traveling east, like this." The pencil moves

across the map in one straight line from left to right, but stops when a low rumble eases its way

from Joe's stomach, loud enough to cause Dustin to jump back a bit. "Them beans ready, Mat?"

It doesn't seem to matter much to Joe that Mattie doesn't answer. She has been standing

down at the opposite end of the tunnel-shaped room, drowning out the banter while she plugs in

the hot plate, slices apples and heats up two cans of pinto beans. She clears everything off the

stack of crates and brushes it off with a rag. Tiny pieces of blue lint get caught in the splintered

surface of the wood and Mattie picks at them, pulls each one out individually and collects them

between her thumb and forefinger. She rolls the lint into a ball, keeps the delicate waste there for

a minute before it falls away, disappears amidst the dirt on the floor.



Two apple boxes that have been brought in from outside are placed at either side of the

table as chairs. She sets the table as best she can, imagining all the while that it is a real table in a

real house. Cushioned chairs and cloth napkins. Roasted chicken and potatoes. They will talk

about their days, school and jobs. Silverware will chime against plates. The kids will drink tall

glasses of milk, she and Joe will sip iced tea.

Mattie empties out portions of beans into bowls and sets them around the table. "Airight.

It's ready," she says, more to herself than anyone else. The room has grown silent, though and

Dustin and Amy leap up from the mattress, take their seats and begin to cram their mouths with

spoonfuls of beans. Joe stays in his place until Mattie brings his bowl to him. He takes a bite and

grins at Mattie.

"Tastes good, hon." But no measure of compliment can make up for the fact that tonight

it's just beans, same as the night before and the night before that.

Dustin and Amy kick their heels against the boxes on which they sit, playing out the

evening's hollow rhythms, and with tiny hands they shovel down one spoonful of beans after

another. A sticky brown line of bean juice dribbles down Dustin's chin.

As everyone eats, Mattie fries up the apples Joe has brought home. They sizzle and splatter

in the hot oil and she pokes at them occasionally with a fork, scooting them around in the pan

until they are soft. Then, in unmeasured spoonfuls, she pours on generous amounts of sugar and

cinnamon and watches it form a thick, dark syrup. Her timing is perfect. Just as the last few

mouthfuls of beans are chewed, Mattie mounds the apples onto slices of stale bread and watches

as her family smacks and chomps on the improvised pies without complaint.

Amy and Dustin wipe their mouths on their sleeves. Joe kicks back on the mattress, his

arms crossed beneath his heavy head, knees arched high.

There've been better dinners than this. She's labored over the stove, laid out dishes laden

with casseroles, vegetablesall sorts of things. So, then, why fret? Why bother so much over

something as simple as this, why not rejoice in the ease of such simplicity? But in the time it

takes her to ponder such things, it is all over. Mattie has been eaten by her own thoughts and the

evening meal has been devoured.

She takes a seat at the table, her knees rubbing against the unfinished grain of the crates,

elbows resting on the splintery surface. She takes a fork, picks at scant leftovers. She scoops up



a piece of an apple, brings it to her lips only to find that it has cooled completely. She takes it

into her mouth and can feel the syrup moving down her throat like sweet glue. The bit of apple

remains on her tongue. It will not move past the lump in her throat. There is a burning, a

feverish twinge that begins somewhere deep in her belly, forms itself out of a deep hollow she felt

there earlier. It grows, pushes its way up her esophagus and rests itself now near the top of her

throat. Swallowing will not make it go away, will not even ease this dry fiery lump she feels.

She chokes on the apple, and all of her insides push from that place down below until she spits it

into the bowl in front of her. She spits, tries to rid her mouth of the sour taste that is there and

wishes she could, for once, digest this.

She tastes a sharp hit of salt and then the dull metallic draw of iron. Her throat constricts

and when she opens her mouth, when she tries to bring more air into her lungs, she chokes again,

this time on her own mixture of tears and mucus. She sits there, motionless for a moment, trying

hard to calm herself. But the tears continue to come. Even this, she has found, she cannot

control. She keeps her back to her family, hopes they cannot see her here.

More and more it has become easy to feel this way. It comes over her often and lately she

can feel it creeping up more often, perhaps even more forcefully coming over her, taking charge,

owning her. But to define it, to put a name on this feeling or to even grasp hold of it, to own it or

house its meaningthese are mere desires. Desires that were once quite powerful but have not

fallen away, easily forgotten. It is easier, much easier, to let go of one's will, to let this thing take

hold with whatever force it may, to allow it complete control. To fight it, to attack or attempt to

fend it off is more than useless. Such endeavors only leave her more tired, more alone. And

besides, this feeling, this numbness that comes all at once with pain and passivity feels, now,

normal. She would not be herself without it, she fears. And she fears, even more, that when it

leaves, there will be absolutely nothing. Nothing to know or expect, nothing to experience or

embrace. It comes over her and her whole bodyher whole selflurches with something that is

not excitement, is not remorse or want or rejection. It is only that feeling of knowing experiences

wholly familiar and expected. It is only felt. It is only now.

She can find its origin quite easily, the exact spot where these feelings house themselves,

the point where it all begins and ends. Mattie traces two fingers over the line of bone that forms

a half circle beneath this spot, locates the place where her collar bones just fail to reach one



another. She contemplates this spot often, where family and life and transience and home

converge in a thick mass. Every thought collects, gathers weight and moves further, deeper

within her.

And still there are things to do! Dishes to wash, a move to prepare for. The lump

dissolves and with that, throat, body and mind are her own again. This simple thing she does not

stop to question, does not bother to discern how or why such a feeling can even exist. What is,

is. She has no control over reason. No control over daily activity.

The inside of the bus has grown dark. Tiny slats of yellow moonlight push their way

through the dust covered windows and like soft, tremulous fingers, reach their way across the

floor, across the interior of the bus in thin lines.

Joes' snores are guttural lyrics that grow and wane and echo against the tin walls. As he's

done on so many nights, he's gone to sleep almost immediately, still fully clothed, his hat beside

him, his boots still on. Amy and Dustin are drawn tight against him in two soft heaps. Mattie lifts

Dustin's limp little body. He is thin and featherlight and he does not shift from sleep in her arms.

His arms and legs wrap themselves instinctively around Mattie, ever trusting, ever soft and

young. She carries him the few steps to his and Amy's mattress, cradles him before she sets him

down and covers him with a quilt.

She then stoops to lift Amy, but the girl is all legs and arms. Her long awkward body has

become too large to be lifted. Not even nine years old, the child is nearly as tall as her mother.

She wakes when Mattie's hands cease their fumbling. Even in the dark, Mattie can tell Amy has

her eyeslarge and green eyes that set themselves firmly on their subject, opened wide, as

though they just might swallow up anything they see.

Mattie presses a single finger to her lips and motions for Amy to move over to where her

brother lies. Her daughter's eyes fall shut then blink themselves open several times before she is

fully aware of Mattie. She yawns and stretches, then crawls pitifully to take her place next to

Dustin, where she falls heavily next to him and returns to sleep as though she'd never waken. In

the dim light of night, Mattie watches the three of them, their chests rising and falling, rising and

falling.

She tiptoes through the bus, straightening odds and ends, gathering the dirty dishes and

placing them in the washtub without a sound. There is no running water inside the bus, so she



takes them outside to the community spigot. She has to close her eyes for a moment when she

walks out; it is much lighter out here. Two streetlamps, one at either side of the camp yield a

circle of light here between the rows of busses. Mattie's shadow stretches long and dark behind

her. She squats over her work, scouring the remains off each place, scraping at hardened bits of

food with her fingernails. A gust of wind carries itself across the orchard, and the trees creak and

moan, barely tolerating the weight of the over-ripened fruit the pickers left behind. The wind tugs

harder at the branches and the rotten apples fall, hitting the ground with loose impact. Mattie sets

down the dishes, walks to the edge of the orchard. She picks up an apple. The top is firm and

familiar in her hand.

The first apple she picked had come from the orchard floor, same as this one. She'd

thought to salvage the fruit on the ground first, before setting her ladder in place and cleaning the

tree. Joe had laughed at her, had planted his ladder at the next tree and begun to climb.

She remembers now that this was how it'd all begun. They'd driven up through the

winding foothills, abandoning, so easily, any thought of return. They stopped when they saw the

first sign asking for workers. It was tucked up against a tree in front of an old farmhouse and

read, simply: Need Two Pickers. Mattie had shared Joe's excitement. Cash for picking apples. It

was a small orchard filled with large old trees that ran in straight rows along the road and up a hill

behind the farmhouse. The old man who owned it couldn't keep up with his crop and he turned

the work over, quite gratefully, to the first eager couple to come along. The grass was bright

green and perfectly cut and Joe marveled at how, even in the wake of autumn, a lawn could look

like this. The old man shrugged off the compliment, looped his fingers in the straps of his

overalls and showed the couple to the apple boxes that were stacked high by his old storage shed.

Mattie watched Joe as she climbed his ladder, one confident step after another. He

whistled and popped apples into his basket, never stopping to talk or even so much as look at

Mattie. But that was alright. She left the fruit on the ground and turned to work in her own tree.

There would be plenty of time to pick up fallen fruit later, to put it in boxes separate from the rest

so that it may be made into somethingcider at the very least. Besides, she now remembers

thinking, more would fall.
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They worked for three daysshe and Joemoving from early morning until they could

no longer see to work, through the little orchard as though it were their own, as though it would

be up to them to decide what was done with those boxes and boxes of apples. Mattie grew

quickly accustomed to the silence, to the sound of little more than her own work, echoes of the

sounds Joe made. On the last day, when the final box was stacked in the corner of the orchard,

they rested at the foot of what Joe imagined to be the oldest tree. It stood tall above the others

and its branches reached out far in all directions. Joe took out his pocketknife and shoved the

blade deep into an apple, twisting the fruit around the blade until it split in two. He showed

Mattie how the seeds were set within the flesh as a brown, five pointed star. A sign of luck, he'd

told her before taking a bite and offering the rest to her.

She dusts a bit of dirt off the top of the apple she's found. The skin feels tight and glows

green in the moonlight. She turns it over in her palm and the bottom gives to her touch. It oozes

and drips between her fingers. She touches the ground where the remains fell and stirs it into the

soil with her fingers. She sits there on the cool ground for a while, mixing the rotten fruit into the

earth. Soon she can no longer feel the sticky remains on her fingers. All she can feel is the dirt

and grass, the cool freshness of the earth. She stands, wipes her fingers on her jeans, gathers the

dishes and goes back inside to lie next to Joe until the onset of morning.

Mattie wakes to the sound of stamping feet and rattling baskets as they move into the

orchard one last time. She peers out the back window of the bus and watches the pickers head

across the dirt road that divides the camp from the orchard, watches as they disappear into the

trees. Two more orchards and on to pearsif their luck holds. The cherry crop has long been

gone. They'd brought themselves north, to this and will travel further until the once fruit filled

valley becomes a desert all over again. She can feel it happen, to her, to the land. Pieces are

being picked away until nothing more remains. Only the valley will recuperate.

Mattie wraps her arms around herself, holds them tight against her breasts. She can feel

her own heart beating, can feel the tug of air as it fills her lungs. And if she closes her eyes, if she



stands still enough, she can hear herself, the slow warm rhythms of her body. She feels herself

grow heavier as if gravity has taken a better hold of her. It begins in her feet, her bare soles

feeling glued to the cold metal floor. Then her legs lock up, her torso and arms freeze. She

cannot turn her head, cannot take her eyes away from the window, from the workers who must be

somewhere out there, tramping through the morning to pick the last of the crop.

She contemplates their schedulethis packing and moving, picking and moving on. It

makes her feel, somehow, barren, as though she is the one whose branches get picked clean each

year. Silly, she thinks, to conceive such notions. This is how it is and nothing more. This is her

regimen, her cycle, her life. She can come back to this. She can leave and know exactly what is

left behind. There is a simplicity, a certain convenience in such a life where one can leave behind

everything for a while, only to turn right around, to come back and find what was left.

Joe has left her here to sleep and to take care of the odds and ends that come with every

move. She'd felt the wet smudge of his lips on her cheek but had kept her eyes closed while he

dressed and stepped over the children. She lay still when he opened the door and held his hand

against it trying to silence the squeak. She could have gone out with him, might have brought in

more money. But here is where she ought to be. Joe has allowed her this silent morning, this

restful wake. She is here to attend to the family. She has grown so accustomed to moving that it

is, almost, second nature. She can arrange keepsakes and necessities, assign each item a space,

part with things no longer needed, no longer desired.

She decides, for once, to be as idle as she may, to receive this gift Joe has given her with

all the charm he intended. She draws her Bible from its place on the table and returns to her

mattress to read, to do as she may with this gift of an hour. It is still too dark, though to read. If

she holds the book up, allows a crack of light to fall on the page, she can make out the larger

print, the titles of the books and the page numbers in the upper corners. She turns to the first

page, to Genesis. She'd once memorized this. She could recite, word for word, the entire

creation up to Eve's delivery of Cain. She knew it all, at one time, could quote scriptures and

retell stories. But for what? She hasn't even been in a church in years, barely prays, hardly

believes that anything within this book holds true anymore. And yet she returns to it as a

constant, something that houses a hidden potential, an answer or secret she's yet to reveal to



herself. She turns the pages until the sun finds its way through the windows, turning page after

page, finding nothing but unfamiliar text and memories of childhood discord.

There are no answers here, she reminds herself. There is no hidden treasure of words, no

instant remedy, nothing that can bring about the kind of change she wants. She slaps the book

closed, shutting off whatever religious possibilityreal or imaginedmay lie inside. The sharp

snap of the leather cover wakes Amy and she sits straight up, blinded by her long strands of hair

and the hardened crust of sleep that holds her eyes closed.

"Mama," she starts, "Why are you here? Why ain't you working?" Her voice is frail and

sounds as though it comes from far away. She shakes off her blankets, careful to make sure her

brother remains covered, and goes to sit near Mattie.

"Shh," Mattie tells her. "We're sleeping in. There's not much left to do in the orchard.

Go on back to sleep."

"So we're moving again?"

Mattie nods, puts her hand on her girl's head. "Looks that way."

"Where we going this time?" Amy's eyes continue to widen. They dance about, taking in

every bit of Mattie, every line of her face. This is a child who's always been curious. This is the

child who never had a home, who has not yet known stability nor anything but this life. This is

the child born by the road, bred on the road.

"I don't know." It is the worst possible thing to have to tell a child that you do not know,

that everything is uncertain, that everything will always be uncertain. "We'll know soon enough,

I suppose."

Amy takes Mattie's book from her and begins to thumb the pages. She doesn't look up

when she speaks. "It's near pear season, isn't it? Didn't we go from apples to pears last year?"

"I think so." Mattie watches Amy's careful hands. She holds the book on her lap and

turns each page slowly, looking, constantly looking. She should take the book back, hold it

against her chest and tell Amy no, that this is hers. That she should never, ever take something

away from another like that. She fears the girl will mar it, might bend or tear a page. "Please be

careful." She should say it again, for fear Amy did not hear her the first time.

Amy's fingers work to pry apart two delicate pages. "These are stuck. Look, Mama."



And sure enough, two pages in the book of Corinthians are joined together as though

they've never been separated. Mattie licks her forefinger and thumb, carefully snaps the corner

and the pages fall away from one another. Mattie scans the open pages, but nothing shows itself

to her.

She hands the book back to Amy. "Take it," she says. "Go ahead."

Amy holds her hands out, but does not look down to watch the transaction. She watches

Mattie's face. Their eyes meet and Mattie can feel her daughter's hands wrap around the book

and pull it, ever so slightly, away.

"You mean it, Mama? I can have it?"

"Might as well. The thing never did me no good. Maybe it'll work better for you." She

tries to discern the realities of this feeling, good or bad, tries to realize what is happening to her

what bond she has created by the simple signing away of something, a portion of her. Amy

brushes her palm over the leather cover and looks ardently at Mattie's face.

"I love you, Mama."

"I know, Amy. I love you, too."

Such moments are rare, Mattie thinks. She should cherish this, rest solidly in the fact that

she has given her daughterher firstborna Bible. And not only that, she has passed on a piece

of herself, something her own mother once touched. She tries to imagine what it must have been

like for her mother to give this book to her, to leave it on her bedspread without ever receiving

acknowledgement for her gift. What brought her to choose this book? How had she selected it?

The decision to pass something on comes in a moment, a single, unthought-ofmoment. And

within those moments sits all of thisa tired child's sleepy thanks, her puffy cheeks, the deep

dimple in her chin, an eight-year- old's hand rubbing the worn leather of a book, touching

perhaps the exact spot where Mattie's mother had kissed it before leaving it, and nothing else,

there on her bed. She can begin to understand now, why she was left behind. Perhaps it was easy

to leave a Bible, a gift such as this. And perhaps then it was easier to leave.

It is Mattie who decides to draw an end to this awful silence. "If we're not going to go

back to sleep, I suppose we should start packing. Why don't you run out, take your shower and

get dressed. I'll start some breakfast."
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Amy complies completely. Always has. Mattie watches as she gathers a mound of

clothes, steps into her shoes and wanders off to the bathroom.

By the time Joe returns from the orchard, Mattie has the car all packed. She is very

methodical in such endeavors. She has to be. The car is barely large enough to carry the four of

them, much less the odds and ends they bring along. Clothingeverything practical and sturdy

enough to work inis folded and arranged in grocery bags. Dishesjust enough for one meal
are layered in the washtub and cradled with rags tucked around a hotplate, a handful of spice jars

and some canned goods. The whole thing is wrapped tightly with a blanket. There is the

bedding, an assortment of well worn quilts that demand constant mending. Then there are the

smaller things: a pair of wooden toys that Dustin cannot part with, three books Amy has found

but has not yet learned to read, a cigar box containing birth certificates, a few photographs, a

broken necklace, two unsent letters and, beneath it all, a thin stack of money in a tattered

envelope. Mattie takes charge of this box, guards it tightly and, in the first few minutes of

unpacking at each new destination, busies herself like a wren before a winter storm, flitting about

secretly until a safe place is found. Joe keeps a box quite similar to this, but its contents are not

as sacred. His is a modest collection of maps and handwritten directions, lists of farms and

orchards and a poorly managed log of each place he's taken workhow long he worked there

and how much he earned. Here he also keeps keys that have no doors, a broken penknife, and a

brass belt buckle that once shone brightly.

Before he starts the car, Joe slides a hand beneath his seat to ensure his box has not come

out of place. He has checked the oil, inspected the tires, walked circles around the car while

Mattie sat in the front seat, drawing the dirt from beneath her fingernails and pushing back her

cuticles with the head of a stick pin. All around them, pickers cram themselves into their rigs,

heading out, moving on to new orchards, more fruit, more money. Joe slides onto the seat beside

Mattie, reach over and takes her hand.

"Ready?" he asks. This is how every trip, every move has ever begunwith the simple

acknowledgement of another beginning, a handhold, a peck on the cheek, a foot on the clutch,
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the rumble of a tired engine, a cloud of dark exhaust, gears grinding, gravel crunching,

movement, disappearance.

Mattie looks dead ahead, her back pressed flat against the bench seat. She tries to let go

of Joe's hand, but he squeezes, presses his hardened flesh against hers until she slides away,

sweaty palmed. He leaves his hand there, palm upward, a meager offering for her should she ever

want it.

"You okay?" Joe's question comes just as the front wheels touch the asphalt and the rest

of the car, the kids, everything that is packed tight around them and strapped to the roof drops

over the little ridge that divides lot and road then springs back up. "You seem kind of down."

Mattie shakes her head, settles in to the pull of the car, the weight of it all dragging her

along. She wants to feel the excitement, the near weightlessness that comes from driving without

a destination. She wants to feel the way she did when it all began, when she and Joe jumped into

Joe's truck and drove away, just drove away without so much as a plan. It was all so simple.

Simple to leave Rodney, to be like her mother, to run away, to be young and completely

unfettered by life. It would be good, now, to be like that, to bring the children up in a world

without destination or consequence. Certainly people must do it. There must be all kinds of

people roaming the country, bringing up families, traveling around, unafraid of where they'll go

next. And then, there is, of course, Joe, good Joeone hand on the wheel, the other still

stretched toward her, opened for her. There is Joe, who will drive anywhere, who will make

things work. There is Joe, who can be completely content anywhere. There is Joe, who knows

nothing of these thoughts. How fair is it that she thinks such things, that she holds such

considerations with him here beside her, with him driving her, taking such care of her?

Mattie falls far away. Her arm hangs out the window as she stares into the side view

mirror. In the reflection, her face pits against a backdrop of fields of wheat and hops. Shopping

centers, apartment buildings and houses occasionally come into view, breaking the monotony of

the fields. Miles pass, then more and still more. The car moves slowly, as if unsure of itself,

unsure of where it may stop. It seems to be stuck in low gear, plowing slowly but desperately

ahead.

"You're so quiet." Joe again. Persistent, always persistent. He lays his arm across the

back of the seat and motions with a tilted head and curled fingers for Mattie to slide over, to sit
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next to him. She is comfortable here by the door, with the wind blowing on her face. "C'mon

over here," he says. "With the kids asleep back there it's like old times. Me and you and the

road."

She slides over next to him, not because he asks but because it seems the easiest thing to

do. Her pants stick to the upholstery and she has inch her way towards him, fighting the friction

of cotton on vinyl.

"That's my girl," Joe says as he slides his arm around her. He draws her in until her

shoulder is braced beneath his armpit. She cannot lean her head back because his arm rides along

her shoulder, pushing against the back of her neck. He smells of chicken soup and warm dirt, the

deep mushroomy smell of fall mornings. She watches his thick, sausage-like fingers grasp the

steering wheel, the bump and groove of his knuckles, his tendons stretching in his wrist.

"Want to tell me what's been eating at you lately? You don't seem happy any more. I

mean, I know you probably don't want to talk about it. If you did, you would. But I need to

know, Mat. I want to make you happy. If it's that bus, you can forget about it. We're not going

back there. If you want to know the truth, I kind of got a bad vibe from that place, too."

She can think of nothing to say, nothing that would make sense right now, anyway.

Nothing that would make him understand. What can you say in such situations, when you are

uncertain? That sensation begins again, drawing a warm sour line up her throat, then falling back

down until it settles there at the top of her chest, forcing an obstruction, a constriction that cuts off

her ability to say anything but, "I'm fine. Really."

"So you're not holding a grudge about last night? Things got kind of heated, there, I

guess. I didn't mean to get so riled up. I get excited. You know that. But seriously, you'd tell

me if something were wrong?"

She lifts her head, looks Joe in the eye and says, "Of course."

He kisses her on the forehead, a thick, doglike kiss that she unconsciously wipes away with

the back of her hand.

"I'm just tired, that's all. Just tired." She lays her head back against his arm, turns to watch

the fields pass by her window.



"Didn't sleep in this morning like I wanted you to, did you? Well if you're tired, we can

stop. You should've said something. We just passed a campsite a few miles back. We don't

have to go right to the next place if you don't want. It might be good to take a few days off."

"It's not that, Joe. I" What can be said? It should be fine to drive more, to continue this.

It should be good to keep going.

After a few more miles, Joe says, "You know what, how about we get a motel? Nothing

fancy, of course, just some cheap job in the sticks. It might be nice for a change. Just for one

night." Joe is beaming, full of himself, his brilliant plan. He slaps his hand on his thigh. "By

god, Mat, you know I think that's it. Hell, the more I think about it, the better the whole thing

sounds. We can afford it, right? Just one night? And if we can't I'll make it up somehow. You

can have a nice bath, a big ol' bed. It'd be good for the kids, too. We haven't done anything like

that in ages. How 'bout it?"

It would be nice, she thinks, to have such luxuries, even something as simple as a motel

room. It would be nice to sleep in a bed, to shower without anyone around, to be alone. But she

cannot conceive of such things without attaching them to their own expiration. Short lived events

are mere teases. They pull at you inconsiderately, toy with you, make you think you can have this

forever. If only.

And yet the temptation lies there like a mouse before a cat. She considers the offer

carefully.

"Let's stop," she says, before she has the chance to go over the idea any more. It just might

be all she needs. It might be that simple.

Joe turns to her and winks. "I thought you'd say so. I'll find us a good place. I'm telling

you, Mat, this is just what you need. You'll see."

The motel sits back from the road, a low, whitewashed brick place with eight units and a

sign that reads: Vacancy, for the Night or Week. As though they can sense what is happening,

Amy and Dustin spring alive in the backseat, singing and shouting.

"We're staying here?"



"How come we get to stay in this place?" Dustin leans over the front seat, pokes his head

between his parents. "How long we gonna stay here?" He is always full of questions, but never

have they come so quickly and with such sudden concern.

Amy is more cautious. Like Mattie, she stays in her seat, arms crossed and still as though

fear or hesitation has set in.

Joe shuts off the engine and everything goes quiet. "Hang tight," he says, "I'll be right

back."

He gets out of the car, shuts the door behind him, but lingers there for a moment. Mattie

can see his back, his waist, his hips. She sees his hand reach around to his back pocket, pull out

his wallet, and still he stands there. Finally, he shoves his wallet back in its place, tucks in his

shirt, straightens his belt, and walks into the motel office.

From the backseat, Amy and Dustin narrate their father's every move.

"He's writing something."

"I think he's giving him some money."

"Does he know that man? They just shook hands."

Joe saunters out, looking proud and confident. He dangles a key above his head like a

newly caught fish. "Everybody out! Ijust got us a room."

Amy and Dustin climb over the front seat and kiss Mattie on the cheek before getting out.

They dance around in front of the car, waving their arms in the air. Amy's pigtails swing wildly.

"You gettin' out?"

Mattie jumps at the sight of Joe's large head suddenly in front of her. He leans in, through

the window, offering her the room key.

"Take this," he tells her. "I'm gonna go around back. Guy inside offered us a deal on the

room if I take a look at his car for him. Shouldn't take long. You go on inside. I'll keep an eye

on the kids, keep them out of your hair for a while."

Mattie smiles and takes the key. Here is another gift, another bit of kindness offered for

no reason. She wants to tell Joe something, wants to thank him, to give him something in return.

His efforts are so sweet, so incredibly generous. And yet, yet, it is just this. It is just a motel

room, just a space for the night, just a single moment of peace.



Mattie moves slowly, methodically. The car door clangs behind her, and she goes into the

room.

A lumpy double bed and a wooden table with two chairs are all it takes to fill the tiny

space. The room is colored in a sad blend of oranges and browns. Mattie pauses to examine the

centerpiece on the table, a basket of plastic apples. She picks one and holds it to her face. It

smells of dust. Her hand cups the familiar shape gently at first, but when she squeezes, it gives to

the pressure of her fingers, and returns to its original shape upon her release. She scratches the

skin of the fake fruit and a bit of red paint flakes off under her fingernail, revealing dark brown

plastic underneath. She sets the apple back in its basket and for just a moment pauses to leaf

through the Bible that rests beside the basket. Nothing looks familiar.

The bed is inviting, in spite of its misshapenness, but Mattie passes it up and goes into the

bathroom. She tries to slide open the window, but it will not budge. The latch is rusty and it

takes several pulls before she can finally open it to allow the autumn breeze to enter the stuffy

room.

She should be happy to have this. It is, after all, more than what she had last night, more

than she may have again. Here is a bed, covered in dull sunflowers, a table and chairs, running

water, a bathroom she may have all to her own, if only for an hour. This is all that she has asked

fora solid, sturdy construction of privacy and silence, a place to stay. It is all she wants. She

decides, here, in this moment, that she will stay, that this room will be forever hers, despite its

imperfections. It is not all that she can have, but it is, nonetheless, hers, if only for now. She

shall will it upon herself. She shall have these things always. She holds her hands on her hips,

turns round and round admiring the silent corners of the room, the picture of a single cow in a

pasture hanging above the bed, the dull white shower curtain, the chalky tile floor of the

bathroom. These things, for now, are hers. These things will remain hers. She will lock the

door, draw the curtains closed and run a bath. She will give herself everything she can. It will be

perfect, this gift of more than an hour. It will be wonderful.

Mattie leans over to scoop the dead bugs out of the tub before running the water. She

pulls the first one by its long leg and the body falls heavily away, cracking against the floor of the

tub. She tries again, this time using a piece of toilet paper to cradle the dry fragile remains. She
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flushes the bugs, turns on the water in the tub and waits for the brown to fade into a yellow

murkiness before she puts the plastic stopper in the drain and eases out of her clothes.

A fly finds its way in from behind the curtain. She hears its dull whine before she spots it

on the wall. She swats at it with her shoe, but misses and the thing darts across the ceiling. She

decides to ignore it. She sits on the edge of the tub and watches her bathwater rise. It pours out

of the faucet slowly. She dips her fingers in to test it. It is perfect, neither too hot nor too cold.

She reaches in further, stirring her hand around. Her fingers seem lost somewhere beneath the

surface.

The fly comes nearer to her, hovers just in front of her face. Instinctively, she swings at it

with her right hand, and when she does, spills a stream of water across the bathroom. Another fly

enters and now there are three. She stands, swings wildly at the air but makes contact with

nothing. She tries to close the window, to shut out the next flies to try to enter. Her wet hands

slip on the metal frame and the window fails. It is completely stuck and there is nothing left to do

but try to ignore them, to press on with her plan, to relax and think nothing more. She will not

consider the flies, nor the shouts of her children outside. She will not think of Joe or of moving

or apples. It is easy to dismiss such thoughts, to think of nothing, not even of oneself. She

approaches the tub with a complete comfort, a simple unawareness of anything at all.

But as she passes by the mirror, she sees that the number of flies has doubled. They, too,

have chosen this area to swarm. They circle again and again, as though chasing one another.

She cannot think of what has drawn them here, only that they are what have come between her

and all she just conceived.

There is nothing left to do.

Mattie lifts the wastebasket above her head and flings it at the reflection of flies. It

crashes and at first she thinks she has done it, she has made them go away. She stares at the

mirror, watching as the glass continues to crack. Cracks branch upward and outward and she can

begin to see that the impact has drawn the figure of a tree in the mirror. She runs her fingers

along the cracks, traces the thin, dark lines. A shard of glass falls from the base of the tree into

the sink.

She can still hear the buzzing. She turns off the water and the noise grows louder. Her

eyes are so thick with tears that she can no longer see. She slaps at her naked flesh, slaps the



walls, fights blindly. The flies, though, are elusive, and avoid her every move. With each wild

attempt to rid herself of them, she manages only to encounter more.

Her hands grope along the walls until she finds the remains of the mirror. From the

hanging shards she selects a piece and picks it, traces her fingers along its edges, admiring its

shape. She picks another, and another. Each piece is placed carefully, delicately into the

wastebasket. The buzzing has grown so loud now that she cannot even hear the shards of glass

clink against one another. There is no real sound or light.

Rather than placing the final piece of the mirror in the wastebasket, she holds it tightly

between thumb and forefinger. She turns it over, and in that single piece can suddenly see a tiny

bit of a reflection. Like magic, it casts little white circles on to the ceiling and walls. They dance

around, spinning independently of one another. For an instant, the mirror allows her to catch a

glimpse of herself. She turns the piece upward to try to see a better reflection, but it reveals only

half of her face. She stares at the likeness, trying to remember the missing part. Her tears blind

her once more and she can no longer see herself at all.

The mirror's edge pierces the flesh on her arm and she imagines a tiny stream of red life

oozing from her. Drops of blood fall gently away. She drags the jagged edge across her wrist,

tearing her flesh open. Blood pushes its way past the incision, out of Mattie and on to the floor.

She slices through her other wrist, thinking not of the wound this time, but instead of the harvest

that pools on the floor.




